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Hentemann, Sriubas meet in final debate
By PATRICIA McNERNEY

Heights Associate News Editor
The two remaining UCBC
presidential candidates, Chris
Hentemann and Andy Sriubas
established thier differences and
announced their running mates at
the third and final debate last
Wednesday night.

Andy Sriubas

Speaking to a small audience in
McGuinn
the
Auditorium
candidates answered questions
prepared by the election committee,
the Heights, and the audience.
Sriubas
Matt
announced
Marcotte, A&S '90 as his choice for
executive vice president. Marcotte,
said Sriubas, as a personal friend will
be easy to work with. Moreover he

Chris Hentemann

SOM celebrates 50
years, renames school
By TARA MCDONALD
Heights Associate Editor
Boston College's business school
is now called the Wallace £, Carroll
School of Management.
On Saturday, a 50th Anniversary
Academic Convocation was held in
Robsham Theater at 2pm, during
which University President Rev. j.
Donald Monan, Sj conferred the
Carroll name on the SOM.
During the ceremony an honorary
degree was given to Richard F.
Syron, SOM '66, Presidentand CEO
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston.
in addition, Rev. Richard
McGowan, SJ, who teaches Statistics
at BC, was awarded the 1989 Faculty
Award of Excellence by the SOM
Senate
To complete the 50th anniversary
on Saturday over 500
umm, faculty, and students
attended a $100-a-plate black tie
dinner dance in the McEiroy third
floor dining hall on Saturday night.
"It went very well.l was excited
to see a lot of students there, and it
was a very warm atmosphere," said
Roxanne Vaan Anen, class of '90
SOM Senate Treasurer. About 100 to
150 students attended the
convocation, said Nancy Trust, SOM
'89, President of the SOM Senate.
Carroll, who attended BC for two
years, donated $10 million to the
SOM, said Kelly Brady, SOM '90. it
was announced at the convocation
that some of the money wi 11 be used
to build a fifth floor and an atrium
in Fulton Hall, said Brady.

tlebration

The convocation began with a
welcome from John M. Connors,
Vice Chairman of the Board of
Trustees. Rev. Alfred j. joison, the
bishop of Iceland, performed the
invocation, and SOM Dean John J.
Neuhauser acted as emcee.
Thomas A. Vandersiice, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees, read the
conferral of the degree on Syron,
said Trust, Syron"gave a great talk"
about what BC has done for him,
md his appreciation was "very
inspiring," said Trust.
Syron discussed the great changes
that have occurred at BC since he
graduated in 1966, and joked that he
might not be accepted into the SOM
if he applied today, said Vaan Anen.
Although Carroll did not attend
the convocation/ Monan read a note
from Carrol! mat expressed hew
much BC means to him, and his son,
BarryC. Carroll, responded for the
family, Trust said. Barry Carroll
reviewed his father's life and
emphasized his humility, said Brady.
Carroll's wife, sons, and
grandchildren represented the
family at Saturday's festivities, said
Trust Many family members have
attended BC, she said.
The student body of the SOM
nominated 12 professors for the
Faculty Award of Excellence, which
was established by the SOM Senate,
said Vaan Anen. Students voted to
give the award to McCowan last
week, she said.
McGowan is "a lot of fun, very
challenging, and really takes interest

Lavish, page 14

said that Marcotte, as captain of the
Cheerleading team, has had
experience dealing with the Office
of the Dean for Student
Development(ODSD) because of
the lack of space and minimal
funding which his club receives.
Hentemann also announced his
executive VP, Bob Bisset, A&S '90.
Hentemann said that he and Bisset
will complement one another very
well. Bisset, he said, is currently a
UGBC senator and therefore has
knowledge and experience of a
different facet of UGBC.
As for the rest of the cabinet
positions, both candidates said they
had not made any decisions yet.
Hentemann said that he will fill his
cabinet with people who earn it and
have definite ideas. Sriubas said that
he will advertise in the the Heights
when the time comes and make
selections based on the applications
he receives.
Hentemann and Sriubas views
were most clearly divided on the
direction UGBC should take in the
future. Sriubas called for a complete
revitalization of UGBC and said that
the "system as it is is outdated." He
said that it is necessary to get more
people involved and plans to create
new committees, specifically the
programming committee and an
allocations board.
Hentemann said that he wants to
take the framework of UGBC and
refine it. We can "work with the one
(system) we have," he said. He said
that the problem lies in integration
since the existing cabinet is "a
bunch of clones." He plans to solve
this by creating committees

was a low audience turnout for the last UGBC presidential debate,
held on Wednesday, March 15, in McGuinn Auditorium.
He would like to see events like a
composed of representatives from
all facets of the university.
'marathon weekend/ which would
The two candidates were also create a new tradition and would be
opposed on the issue of something to get excited about, in
programming. Hentemann said that addition to larger lectures.
The two men also discussed
cutting programming out of the
government would separate the
women's issues and its role in their
largest source of student administration. Hentemann said
involvement from UGBC. He said he that, in fact, his first choice for
plans to set up integrated
executive vice president had been
committees which are still actively Laura Shubilla. Women, he said, add
a different view on life and he would
part of UGBC.
Sriubas said he plans to create a
like to see "women's issues remain
a vital part of UCBC." UCBC
programming council "separated
slightly" from UGBC. The vice
Women's Issues will implement
more education and address safety
president for programming will
concerning women under his
remain in UGBC, said Sriubas.
administration, he said.
The two candidates outlined their
programming styles as well. Sriubas
Sriubas also said that women will
play a very important role in his
said he plans to "get more bang for
cabinet and more specifically, the
the buck," by spreading the lecture
series money among smaller
Vice President for Women's Issues
speakers. Hentemann said that
Candidates, page 11
programming can be very creative.
There

The Chorale met Pope John Paul II at a semi-private audience in St. Peter's, Vatican City, during
its spring break concert tour in Rome.
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MON., MARCH 20

APPLICATION DEADLINE FOR
PARAPROFESSIONAL VOLUNTEERS

TUES., MARCH 21

ROMANCE LANGUAGE CAREERS

5-6 pm,

Devlin
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«How

can you use language in your future career?
?An overview of career options and job search
strategies designed to locate these jobs.

wed., MARCH 22

SCIENCE CAREER INFORMATION FAIR

4-6 pm, Devlin

-Talk to 30 + alumni and employers in science
related careers.
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INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
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Jesse Jackson confirms April lecture in Forum
By PATRICIA McNERNEY
Heights Associate News Editor
Rev. Jesse Jackson will speak in
Conte Forum on April 26 at 2:00 pm
announced UGBC last week.
UGBC received the written letter
of confirmation from the National
Rainbow Coalition last Friday, said
Vice-President
for
UGBC
Programming, Chris Hentemann.
Hentemann has been working
jointly with RA Dave Caprio and
Jesus Rosa, UGBC Vice President for
AH ANA Affairs, to book Jackson at
BC. This lecture will fulfill the
stipulation that 20 percent of UGBC
towards
programming
go
intercultural awareness.
Caprio, who did much of the
preliminary work in booking

Jackson, said that he is "excited but
not surprised that he (Jackson) is
coming" since Jackson had
informally promised Caprio to speak

By CYNTHIA HEANEY
The Young Americans for
Freedom (YAF) Chapter at Boston
College, which has existed at BC
since November, has become
something of a controversial group
on campus.

It is

described as a "conservative

activist group" that is "looking to be
the voice of conservatives on
campus," said Kevin Latek, SOM
'92, Vice Chairman of YAF.
The first chapter was founded in
1960 by William F. Buckley, Jr. said
Buckley
is
the
Latek.
ultra-conservative syndicated

early last

semester.

Caprio said the lecture will create
more of an awareness on campus

and will certainly
climate.

not

possibility of conflict for students
and administration but Jackson's
schedule is booked for the rest of the
day, said Hentemann.

hurt the racial

The trio preferred to have Jackson
speak later in the day to lessen the

The speech will cost the UGBC
$12,500 plus the cost of Jackson's
airfare
and
overnight
accomodations, said Hentemann.

UGBC has

not announced

the ticket

price yet but it will not be more than
$5, and most likely less than that, he

said.

Jackson also made the stipulation
that 500 tickets be provided to the
Rainbow Coalition members and
supporters in the Boston area, said
Hentemann.

BC group protests on Common
By ADAM BERG

Reverend Jesse Jackson
£

New conservative club
sparks campus outrage
Heights News Editor

at BC

political parties on campus,
including the College Republicans;
the Observer, the conservative
journal on campus; or the Young
Democrats.
According to Cecilia Olavarria,
A&S '89, President of the Young
Democrats, YAF approached them
last Monday and asked for Young
Democrat support for their
MassPIRG campaign. The Young
Democrats refused to do this as a
group, said Olavarria.They did not
like the reputation YAF had.
"We did not want to link ourselves
with them. This group is neo-Nazi,
neo-conservative. They don't
support minorities or any liberal

Thirty BC activists joined an
estimated 1500 others on the Boston
Common in a march to protest
United States involvement in El
Salvador on Saturday, March 18.
The BC contingent in the march
was organized by the BC Central
American Network, in conjunction
with the New England Central
American Network.
Similar
demonstrations
took place
simultaneously in nearly 100 other
cities across the country, including
New York, Washington, DC, and
San Francisco. The march was
designed to coincide with last
Sunday's elections in El Salvador.
A number of speakers, opponents
to Latin American intervention,
including comedians, nuns, and
refugees themselves, also helped
stage the demonstration, according

to Amy Wong of the CASA chapter
in Cambridge.
BC's participation in the El

Salvador march, along with other

events during this academic year,

such

as

the

Oliver

North

demonstration, Rape Awareness
Week, and the Pro Choice teach in,

represents to some a new level of
awareness concerning social issues
on campus.

Bill Hoynes, a graduate Ph.D
student and one of several
organizers of the BC contingent to
the El Salvador march, said he is
pleased to see the participation.
"These issues are not just things
we should sit back on and let others
make decision about," he said.
The BC contingent consisted of
faculty, graduate students and
undergraduate students concerned
about the role of the U.S.
government in El Salvador.

"The U.S. is involved in El
Salvador in an extraordinarily vast
way," said Charles Derber, Associate
Professor, Sociology Department
and member of the BC Cental
American Network.
"It has been a disgraceful
situation," he added. "[The U.S.
government] has helped to arm the
military, which has been involved in
very bloody guerilla warfare, which
has killed many thousands of
people."
Hoynes said, "There are two
different agendas for our work at BC.
The first is to make people aware and
learn something so they can get
involved in organizationson campus
and in the community. The second
is broader. We hope our combined
mobilization will help stop death
squad funding in El Salvador."
Group, page 27

'This group is neo-Nazi, neo-conservative. They don't
support minorities or any liberal camps," said Cecilia
Olavarria, A&S '89.
columnist and publisher. It is now
a nationally active group and is
present on many college campuses
across the country.
The ideas the group stands for on
a national level include limited
government, freedom for individual
rights, lower taxes, an end to deficits
and inflation, and a strong national
defense, according to a pamphlet
published by YAF.
Their present goals on campus
include educating students about
MassPIRG and working for the
Pro-Life movement, said Latek. He
stressed that YAF is not
affiliated with any associations or

camps. They equate liberalism with
non-patriotism," said Olavarria.
She pointed out that at the protest
against Oliver North, it was
members of this group who started
the shouting and name calling.
Olavarria went on to say she feels
this group is "something BC or any
university can do without." In
regards to this campus, "We [the
Republicans and the Democrats]
have a good, healthy rivalry?we
don't need somebody like this to
bring out hatred on campus," she
said.
YAF members believe that their
group has a definite place on this
YAF, page 14

Volunteers Matt Sheldon, A&S '92, and Joe Nugent, A&S '90, load some of the 400 bags that
were part of the second shipment of clothing collected in the Tricia Coyle/Karen Noonan Memorial
Clothing Drive.

Voices on the Dustbowl

By Celeste Day

What do you want the Easter Bunny to bring you?

Ashley Skyrma, SOM '92
Michael Gallo, A&S '91

A male secretary and a
Swedish maid.

Caitlin Ames, SOM '92
Alicia Anka, A&S '92

Warm weather.

Rose Arruda, A&S '91
Jan Gogglin, A&S '91

A few good men.

Jason McNamara, A&S '90
Gina MaLacaria, SOE '90

Molly Kelly, A&S '90
Paul Edmondson, SOM '90

80 degrees and a Dustbowl
keg party.

A new credit card with

unlimited charges.
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Water pipe repairs will ease summer drought
By SARAH BILLO

drought that is expected to be at its
during the summer months,
Newton
and many
other
communities are trying to conserve
water wherever possible. The
construction aims to correct one of
the major sources of unnecessary
water loss? underground leaks, said
Esposito.
The repairs in the BC area were
completed in one day, so no more
shutdowns are planned.
Boston College receives water
through two water feeds; one from
worst

On Thursday, March 9, parts of
lower campus lost their water supply
between the hours of 9am and 5:30
pm.
This shutdown was activated by
the city of Newton in conjunction
with the Mass. Water Resource
Authority (MWRA) in order to re-line
the water pipes to control leakage,
said Ron Esposito of the BC
Buildings and Grounds Department.
In preparing for the oncoming

the Beacon Street water main and
the other from Comm. Ave., said
Esposito. Since this repair work was
done mainly along the Comm. Ave.
pipeline, onlya part ofcampus was
affected? Walsh, Edmond's, More
Hall and a few other buildings in
that area.
Edmond's resident Greg Priola,
A&S '91, said "the shutdown really
didn't inconvenience me too much.
The water was back on almost
before I realized that it was off."

Every residential home that is fed
through the Comm. Ave. line also
lost its water supply while the repairs
were being made.
"BC was given very little input
from the MWRA about the water
shutdown, and we just tried to
coordinate when the least amount
of disruption would happen,"
Esposito claimed.
The effort to conserve water has
been quite successful so far. The

Department of Environmental

Quality

Engineering

underground leaks. Their efforts thus
far have saved approximately 1
million gallons a day, said Esposito.
The
Water
and
Sewer
Commission, which is performing
the actual work, hopes that the
primary construction will be
completed by Boston Marathon Day.
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Many students took advantage of the warm weather and began sunbathing on the plaza in front
of O'Neill Library last Friday afternoon.
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HBay Realty Group,
"Specialists

in Boston

Inc.

College Apartment Rentals 77

Have one of our experienced brokers show you housing
for September (many apartments now available!)
Cleveland Circle. Commonwealth Ave. (Sutherland Break)

Call 732-6666 or stop by 183 Harvard Ave.
(Near Father's First)

large Student 15iscount Available
with this AD!

praised

Newton for doing "a pretty decent
job" of cutting down on
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BC programs for Women's History Month
University, entitled, "Athena's

By BILL MURPHY
Heights Staff Writer
March is National Women's
History Month, and at Boston
College there are many events and
lectures concerning women's issues

Redemption: Women, Gender, and
Thought Today." The speech will be
given at McGuinn Auditorium at
8:00 p.m.
Dates and locations for other
events are posted at UGBC Women's
Issues' office and at the Women's
Resource Center.
"Women's strides must continue,"
said Victoria Daniloff, Coordinator
of the Women's Resource Center.
She also stated that rape
awareness is one of the most
important issues, and because of the
seriousness of this issue the
Women's Resource Center has set
up Against Rape On Campus

throughout the
April.
month and into
The Women's Resource Center is
sponsoring a discussion with
\u25a0ofessors Mary Brabeck and Beth
Casey, Associate Professors, School
of Education, entitled "The Effects
of Sex Difference on Choice of
Major," which is scheduled to be
held at the Women's Resource
Center in McElroy 213 on Monday,
March 20 from 12:00 to 1:30.
On Wednesday, March 22, UGBC
Women's Issues will be sponsoring
a lecture by Dr. Catherine Stimpson,
Dean of the Graduate School, Vice
Provost for Graduate Education, and
Professor of English at Rutgers,

scheduled

to run

(AROC).
AROC has tried to educate

students by going to residence halls
around campus. "There has been
progress [in awareness on campus],
but there needs to be more," said

Daniloff.

In April, Rape Awareness Week
will be from April 2-8. One of the
major events during that week will
be a speech by Susan Estrich,
Governor Michael Dukakis'
Campaign Manager, as well as a
rape victim.
Estrich will give her insights into
the problem of rape on Wednesday,
April 5 at 7:oopm at McGuinn
Auditorium. The event is sponsored
by the Women's Resource Center,
the BC Women's Network and
UGBC Women's Issues.
Daniloff further commented that
although she sees rape as a major
issue, she does not see abortion as
a focus. "Our office isextended to
all women, regardless of Pro-life or
Pro-choice," she stated.
While Daniloff said she did not
see abortion as a focal issue, Leigh
Anthony, Coordinator of Womynfire
said, "It's most essential for women
and men to be aware of the necessity

Although Women's History
Month is an opportunity for
everyone to become involved with
Womynfire is planning to take a and educated on women's issues,
bus full of BC students to Daniloff stated that it is also a time
Washington, DC, for the "March for to look at, "where women have
Women's Equality and Lives," on come from," and a chance to look
April 9th. Sign?up tables should be to the future for women, when they
can be in places of power.
ready soon, said Anthony.
Anthony said she did agree with
Anthony defined Women's
Daniloff that "BC students are more
History
Month as, "It is about
aware this year due to programming
our foresisters and
remembering
lectures,"
added,
and
but she
"its
reclaiming our history."
only beginning to take flight."
for free choice, because of its
frightening urgency."

Capudno's to go.
Capudno's delivers.
If you don't have time to dine at Capucino's,
you can easily enjoy our delicious food at home. Either pick up
your favorite dishes with our convenient take out service,
or call and we'll deliver to your home or office. We also cater
to any size party or occasion. Take out, delivery and catering
available at Capucino's in Brookline only.
Call 731-4849.
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The Women's Resource Center and Director Victoria Daniloff helped kick off Women's History Month with
an open house on Tuesday, March 7.
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Debates were important
To the Editor:

I

am addressing this letter to the
students of Boston College who
have made great strides in con-

The Heights endorses Hentemann
After interviewing both UGBC presidential candidates, The Heights Editorial
Board has voted to endorse Chris Hentemann. Both candidates have ample
experience to qualify them for the position, but we feel Hentemann has more
realistic goals and can work better with a larger scope of people.
Hentemann's goal to expand and integrate UGBC will do more to improve
the current governmental system than Sriubus's suggestion to completely
overhaul UGBC. Hentemann wishes to create committees to involve a wide
range of students in UGBC, including expanding programming into a committee
consisting of representatives from all groups on campus. This will give students
more control over speaker and entertainer selections in the future and will
safeguard against another Oliver North fiasco. Sriubus wants to set up a
programming council which will be separated from UGBC in its funding, officers,
and bylaws, and will be completely responsible for all BC programming except
for a presidential veto on financial grounds. Hentemann's proposal will be much
more effective and feasible. He will reconstruct programming within UGBC
and include student representatives while still ensuring that all programming
proceeds will go directly to UGBC and the students.
Both candidates are opposed to MassPIRG, but Hentemann said he would
support a student vote to keep PIRG on campus. He acknowledges that he is
responsible to the students whom he represents.
Hentemann's choice of UGBC senator Bob Bisset as his Executive Vice
President shows his desire to integrate the Senate with the UGBC Executive.
Bisset will bring experience to the position as well as a Senate perspective.
Sriubas's choice is Matt Marcotte, a student with no UGBC experience.
Sriubus would like to set up an allocations board to handle funding for UGBC.

tributing to the never-ending apathy
at their university. The presidential
elections are approaching, as any

student who walks through the Quad
could gather by the banners, and it
is up to the students to choose who
will lead the student body for the
1989-90 academic year.
Created especially for the students
to become more acquainted with
the candidates have been wellpublicized debates, scheduled and
open to all students. Students complain about the lack of change,
about the lack of funding for clubs,
the need for more prominent figures
on campus; I could go on forever
with a list of students'demands, but
where were you and your questions
when the debates were taking place?
The debates are designed to create
a dialogue between candidates on
the issues that affect us on our campus. They create a forum for an open
discussion between the candidates,
and the same time providing a vehicle for questioning from the
students. The only people who
showed up at the debates were those
who were working on or in some

representative of the students.

?

senator I urge you to open your eyes
and ears and make it your responsibility to acquaint yourself with the

candidates and the issues they raise.
I ask this from you, the students, for
your sake. The outcome of the election will eventually affect you
directly.
Abigail Casner, A&S '90

Voting is your duty
To the Editor:

Voting is not just a right or a
The creation of this board, as well as many of Sriubus's other proposals, will privilege,
it is a responsibility. As I
take much more time and energy than he can possibly give as president. have watched this election unfold,
Hentemann, on the other hand, has a good understanding of the workings of I have become interested in the way
that students choose their
UGBC. He has a lot of experience, and realizes it is easier and more credible candidates.
Despite the efforts of
to clean up UGBC by working from the inside out rather than by totally The Heights and of the candidates

destroying the present system and trying to implement a new one.
Sriubus said he wanted to consolidate club offices in McElroy so more clubs
will have space. This proposal is impossible and absurd. Even though there are
clubs who are presently without office space, there is no way all the clubs can
ever have space in McElroy. Cramming clubs together in offices will take away
all privacy and will hinder club development.
Both candidates will take a very firm stand on AHANA concerns and Women's
Issues.
Hentemann has good ideas which will benefit the school, ones we believe
he will be able to implement. He intends to open communication lines by
creating a central billboard with all UGBC events posted as well as reintroducing
the UGBC newsletter. He said he intends to keep the Student Services Hotline,
and will keep his door open to everyone.
Most of all, Hentemann is honest, up front, and relates well to people. He
has gained the respect and cooperation of administrators by pulling off a fairly
safe and uneventful Oliver North lecture, despite the fact that he was not involved
in the decision to have Oliver North speak. The Heights believes that Hentemann
will be able to accomplish the most in his presidency and will be the best

way affiliated with a campaign. I did
not see anyone who was there simply for the reason it is set up to acquaint the students with the candidates and his views on very important issues which will affect YOU! If
you are goingto vote, you should be
doing so because you are familiar
with that person's views and opinions on issues which involve you;
one way to do that is by goingto the
debates and in some way taking part
in the election process. It is irritating
to see each candidate put so much
time, effort, and thought into his
campaign only to see 600 students
show up at the voting box. And then
in thefall to see and hear those same
students, who took no part in voting,
berate the executive with demands
for accountability to the students. If
this is the case, perhaps the elected
president should only be accountable to the percentage of the student body that elected him? As a

themselves, very few students
actually took the time to research the
issues and compare platforms. No
one has the right to complain or
even comment on the UGBC or its
president if they do not even vote.
Voting is more than circling a name
on a ballot, it is examining,
questioning, and choosing a
candidate that you truly believe in.
Perhaps if there were no campaign
parties, no posters or banners,

people would be forced to look at
the candidates themselves. Students
were twice given the opportunity to
hear all eight candidates speak
during the debates, but most relied
on word of mouth rather than the
words of the candidates themselves.

This forced rumors to get out of
hand. Students based their decisions
according to what others said, rather
than looking into it themselves.
What does it say about our
community of students if we cannot
even trust ourselves to make such an
important decision? Everyone says
that they would like to see a change
in the UGBC, but how can the
government believe that we are
concerned if we do not take the
election seriously?
Chris Hentemann and Andy
Sriubas are both extremely qualified,
but only one will be the future
UGBC President. I urge students to
vote responsibly. Make a conscious
decision, rather than jumping on
one bandwagon or the other. In
future elections, I hope that more
students will make the effort to listen
to the debates and talk to the
candidates. Have enough pride and
faith in yourself to make your own
decisions.
Jody M. Tucker, SOE'92

Zamboni driver's view
To the Editor:

It is imperative that all students vote in the election. Polls will be open on
In response
the last of the
Monday and Tuesday. Commuters, off-campus students and Lower Campus weekend game to
notes regarding the
students can vote from 11am to 2pm in Lyons and in Walsh Hall from 4:3opm Norm Reid School for Zamboni
to 6:3opm. Students from Upper Campus, College Road, and Newton Campus Drivers.
I have been driving a zamboni
can vote in McElroy Lobby from 11am to 2pm. Students from Upper Campus full-time
nights for three years for the
and College Road can vote in McElroy Cafe and Stuart Dining Hall from 4:3opm MDC. I have made ice for the public,
to 6:3opm.
various hockey leagues and for BC
before Conte Forum was completed.
Students need to realize that voting is extremely important for their future.
Every game I have attended, the
Those students who protested Oliver North but who do not vote in the election Z-driver
seems to always miss spots
cannot complain if next year's president does not respect their opinions. In order or leave large wet patches. I think
to prevent another disaster next year, students need to go out and vote and let they should give the job to a female
who takes pride in what she
their voices be heard. A silent student body welcomes a student government senior
does and cares about the ice
that does not fulfill its needs.
conditions for hockey games.

It is always nice to hear someone
say, "Gee I didn't think chicks could
drive those machines but you make
great ice."

Michelle Mannix, A&S'B9

Letter Policy
We intend to print as
many letters as possible.
If your letter is not
printed this week don t
oe discouraged. We will
try to print as many as
possible. Keep writing.
;

the
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Student leaders voice MassPIRG support
of environmental preservation The BC MassPIRG chapter was consumers. Through MassPIRG,
consumer protection, energy policy, established by majority student vote we've passed a Hazardous Waste
We, the undersigned student and huneer relief. Students at in 1972, and reaffirmed in 14 votes Cleanup Initiative that'scleaning up
toxic dump sites in Newton and
leaders, support the continued MassPIRG chapters across the state since.
existence of our chapter of the have chosen to pool funds statewide,
We support funding a MassPIRG across the state; a Drinking Water
professional
chapter
Massachusetts Public Interest to hire a
staff of
because MassPIRG works Testinglawthat adequately tests the
on
important
issues?issues that water we drink; a repeal of the
Research Group (MassPIRG), researchers, lobbyists and organizers
funded through a $3 per student, per in order to have impact on issues concern us now and issues that will Student Meals Tax that saves us
semester fee ($6 per year) out of the that extend beyond on a particular affect our future. Funding a money every day; a Bank Check
campus- issues that concern all of MassPIRG chapter, represents a Clearing law that gives us quicker
Student Activities Fee.
MassPIRG is a statewide,
us as citizens. These issues are community decision to be a part of access to our bank funds, iust to
student-directed, nonpartisan chosen by MassPlßG's Board of a statewide organization working for name a few of MassPlßG's
organization conducting research, Directors, made up of students effective measures to protect our accomplishments. Not only that, but
education and advocacy in the areas elected from each campus chapter. enviroment and our rights as a MassPIRG chapter educates the
To the Editor:

Commentary / Tommy Kurtz

Duke's election sparks hostility
The recent election of former Ku
Klux Klan leader David Duke to the
legislature has not only stained the
image of the state of Louisiana but
also caused much grief to those
former residents who now live or go
to school out of state. The Duke
upset has brought with it much
criticism and condescension by
against
Northerners
many
Louisianaians like myself and others
from the deep South.
In the past few weeks I have
received such comments as "typical
southerners," "that is what you can
expect from down there," "you guys
still suppress those black people
down there," and many other
comments as have a few of my
southern counterparts. But what the
Duke victory reveals, besides
showing the continued existence of
racial tension in the rural South, is
the North's continued denial of its

own racial problems and their

movement in

stereotyping of the South which has
lasted for decades.
This is not a defense of the
southern way of life in regards to one
race's suppression by the other.
Although I am a Southerner, I
consider myself an anomaly even in
my own backyard, for I would
classify myself as a "Southern
liberal," which is equivalent to trying
to find a Republican in South
Boston. For those of you who have
never been to the South, the South
is a region that is politically
conservative yet liberal socially. The
North, however, stands in contrast to
this, being predominately politically
liberal yet socially conservative,
conservative.
Although most of the South is
politically conservative, I come from
a liberal background. My brothers
were involved with the civil rights

attended Notre Dame, and my father

Correction addressed
printed "to your list of praying and
sinning."
I wrote a letter last week to the
I am sure you can see why this is
Heights, "Help Educate Women," such a big typo. Please address this
and there was a huge typo. I wrote in your next issue.
"Add instruction to your list of praySilvana Spinell, A&S Grad
ing and singing." The Heights
To the Editor:

the '60s when they

was campaign manager for a black

candidate who ran for a council seat
in New Orleans in the late '70s. As
young as ten years old, I was giving
out campaign literature in the
housing projects of New Orleans. So

do not believe that all Southerners
are racists and believe in white
superiority.
Duke won because the district
that he campaigned in was
predominately white (over 95%)
middle to upper class section that
like the rest of the state has been
suffering from the economic disaster
of the oil bust for the past few years.
Louisiana, like Texas, is heavily
dependent upon oil production.
Duke incited the people of this
district with his "no tax" and "cut
the fat pledge" which appealed to
many voters who believed that the
Louisiana state government was
spending excess taxpayer's money.
Duke vowed that he would cut out
money for all special interests and
not just minorities, as the national
press has advocated. Duke was
elected not because he was a former
leader of the KKK, but because he
advocated destroying the graft and
*

Klansman's, page 11

Rigidity restricts sexuality
To the Editor:
In the March 13 issue of the
Heights, John Mallon wrote a
describing his
commentary
discontent with present sexual
practices. I must say that I agreed
with his first statement, but this is
where our similarities end. I think
that casual sexual intercourse is not
a good idea and is particularly
degrading. However, I disagree that
it occurs as often as Mr. Mallon, as
well as the media and some stories
at the Eagle's Nest would have us
believe. What most studies and
surveys tell us is that, although the
average American is more likely to
be sexually active before marriage
and at an earlier age than years ago,
much of this sexual activity occurs
in monogamous relationships and
not a string of "one night stands."
Who is to say whether these
relationships that occur outside of
a marriage are meaningful or not,
except the individuals involved? And
how does Mr. Mallon know what is
going on in the hearts and minds, let
alone the bedrooms, of others?
Sexuality is very individual and
personal and what is important in a
relationship to one person,
shouldn't be imposed on others. Mr.
Mallon made some very generalized
and sweeping statements, such as
"one of the most enchanting
qualities of sexuality is mystery."
Why does this have to be enchanting
to everyone?
What is most disturbing about this
commentary is its subtle streak of
misogyny. First, he blames sexual
liberation for stripping sex of its
"beauty." Let's look at who was
liberated. Men, throughout history,
have always been encouraged to be
sexually active, married or not.

Women were expected to remain
virgins, lest they be "unmarriageable." My question is: who
were these men having sex with

before the sexual revolution? The

major change of the sixties was that
women no longer needed to be
ashamed for doing what men had

been doing all along, and the
increasing
availability
of
contraception meant a chance to not
pay the price for it. And it opened
discussion for sensitive issues that
had previously not been allowed in
converstion. He also holds the
sexual revolution responsible for
abortion and AIDS. In regard to the
former, abortion has always existed,
the difference between then and
now is that women can have the
procedure safely. In regard to the
latter, it is a medical fact that AIDS
is commonly spread between those
sharing needles and those who
received blood transfusions before
1981. It has been my experience as
a health care professional that most
of those who contract the disease
through sexual intercourse are
involved
in
monogamous
relationships, as the incidence of
such transmission is 1/500.
A second point made in Mallon's
article was that the sexual revolution
has killed romance. I would like to
ask Mr. Mallon if he means that
because women are more liberated
the traditional idea of the
domineering man courting the
submissive woman is dying. Is this
the sex role confusion of our age?
Well, if so, many of us think that
romance can rest in peace and that
sex role confusion is actually
women finding our own role. He
told us that "the absence of

standards

can

make

[sex] too

stressful." Whose standards, Mr.

Mallon, yours? he mentioned that,
at first, the girls complained that the
boys never asked them out but when
they were asked out, they needed it
explained to them. Did it everoccur
to you that some of us never waited
to be asked out, sought out only
relationships that we wanted, and
weren't astonished at being asked
out but just weren't interested? I said
"some of us" because I cannot
speak for everyone as Mr. Mallon
tries to.
He also instructed us that "sexual
intercourse...requires marriage in
order to be fully celebrated." I am
not "anti-marriage"
those who
choose it may find it very fulfilling.
However, no one has theright to tell
us that it is our only option. Some
women are realizing our own
?

campus community about public
interest issues, and teaches student
volunteers and interns hand-on
citizenship and leadership skills to
complement classroom learning.
Finally, the MassPIRG fee is fair
and democratic i-MassPIRG is
directly accountable to BC students,
because the fee is dependent upon
demonstrated majority support. We
make a community decision to tax
ourselves out of the Student
Activities Fee to support a PIRG
chapter, And even after majority
support, any student choosing not
to support MassPIRG may receive
a full refund of the fee.
We encourage you, the student
body, to carefully read and sign the
MassPIRG support petition. We
personally support the continued
funding of a BC chapter of

MassPIRG, so that we can continue
a 16 year BC tradition of being an
active part of an effective
organization.

Christopher Downing, President
of University Chorale
Eugene Hahn, General Manager

ofWZBC
Stephanie Kulick, Music Director
of WZBC
Lia Gangitano, Art Editor of Stylus
and Director of BC Student Gallery
Mickey Richard, Pulse Council
James Forbes, Pulse Council
Jennifer Pepi, Pulse Counci'
Leigh Anthony, Editor of Stylus
and Coordinator of Womynfire
Julien Goulet, Chairperson ot BC
Amnesty International
April Pancella, student leader of
various

organizations

Deidre Casey, Coordinator «>f
Coalition Against Nuclear War
Kathleen Densmore, Resident
Assistant
T.
Mariflor
Maulit, Librarian of
University Chorale and Vice
President of Musical Guild

Ernest Grumbles,'??Coordinator of
Environmental Action Center of BC
Robert Franks, Resident Assistant
Catht I anno, i Director of

Contemporary Theater and
Financial Director of SPAC

Rescue facts revealed
To the Editor:
Some really real facts and some
real myths dispelled (honest):
Operation Rescue tries to slow
down arrests to save babies, not to
media attention
maximize
(abortions are scheduled at most
mills until around noon, so blocking

the doors 'til

then prevents

abortions.)
As for "filling his bank account"
for his own benefit, Mr. Terry's bank
account is currently under seige by
the federal government for rescues
that have violated a court injunction
in New York City. Rescues that he

personally organized fully knowing
that he would be ordered to pay over
$25,000 per day of the rescues. Mr.
Terry's bank account is being sucked
dry, not fattened.
On Joan Andrews: I know Joan
Andrews. I have done a rescue with
Joan Andrews. Joan Andrews has
never injured anyone during any of
her rescues and is one of the most
peaceful persons I have ever met.
Any rumor of a "power struggle"
between Joan and Randy Terry is
ridiculous. They are united in a
movement with God, not a Wall
Street power machine. Any possible
differences between the two come
from the fact that Mr. Terry is an
enthusiastic evangelical Protestant
and Ms. Andrews a quiet, devout
Roman Catholic.
The distortions and untruths that
were in the letter "Myths about
Rescue dispelled" are simply
reflections of the deep rooted
blindness and denial that have
infected us all these 16 long years
that we have killed 25 million
babies. When we are confronted
with the truth it embarasses us, it is

capabilities and creativity, and
realize that we can form our own
identity rather than deriving it from
a man. Some women are deciding
not to choose the institution of marriage which has historically served
to keep women dependent on men.
This has many men scared and
astonished, possibly because it is a
To the Editor:
new and unheard-of concept, or
Monday morning, as a group of us
'maybe because they are wondering
walked
to class, we realized that BC
who will nurture them and bear
has
been
not
able to eradicate from
their children in the future.
vocabulary
its
that unproductive and
This is an extremely confusing and
deceptive
word:
MassPIRG. Without
chaotic age in which we live,
having
even
read their posters
to
especially in regard to sexuality. I
scattered
around
the campus, we
propose that the answer is not to turn
exactly
what
they
knew
wanted...our
to someone else's rigid standards,
Later
that
money.
day we were
same
but to find what meaning our interrupted
our
rooms
by a young
in
sexuality holds for each of us
asking
man
who
was
us
to sign a
individually, and to respect our own
petition
to
MassPIRG
on this
support
bodies and emotional needs, as well
As
freshmen
campus.
last
we
year,
as those of others.
remember seeing MassPIRG
petition the dorms, proclaiming that
they would help to create a cleaner
and,
therefore a safer world. Being
Linda Mellace, SON '89

often easier to respond with denial
and anger.
Peggv McNallv's "denial of the
Observer's wonderful work in
exposing the Health Services is one
obvious example. Deep down we all
know that the article is true (there's
no reason why it shouldn't be). The
death philosophy which it exposes
has been affirmed bv Dr Mazur,
who believes that it's okav to help
women kia llie.r children. But it's

much easier to ignore the horror of
what our own university has
engaged in, rather than engaging in
efforts to change it. (Black is white.
Black is white. Black is white.)
The exposition ol the truth and ti ie
desperate anger of those exposed is
growing day by day. UCBC Women's
Issues and the Women's Resource
Center indoctrinating pro-abortion,
pro-death attitude on campus. The
Heights growing more and more
ugly witn their warped depiction ot
the pro-life movement (while
accepting blood money from an
abortion mill). The Pro-Life
Coalition censored, harassed, and
intimidated by ODSD. A
Pro-Abortion Teach is paid for with
University money. And finally our
own University Chaplain endorsing
abortion counseling and referrals.
But hatred and anger will only
inevitably lead to the disintegration
of the pro-death movement. The
pro-life movement, however, can
only grow. Because it is about
women, about babies, about life,
and about love. Let's all open our
eyes and bring the defenseless
children into the fold!!
David Druffner, A&S '89

PIRG wants money
naive freshmen, and therefore

unfamiliar with this organization's
deception and interest only in the
UGBC's bank account, many of us
eagerly signed the petition. This year
MassPIRG is asking the students to
once again sign a petition
supporting their right to be on
campus. However, what they neglect
to mention is that your signature also
acknowledges that you support
MassPIRG receiving approximately
$51,600 in student funds! Although
the petition does not explicitly state
this, as Rich Girard, Chairman of the
Legislative and Executive Committee
stated last week concerning the
Say, page 26
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BC Armenian club helps earthquake victims
By INCRID SCHROFFNER

Massachusetts General Hospital.
According to BC Armenian Club
Co-Chairperson Peggy Bedevian,
A&S '91, "the kids were sponsored
by Project Hope, an international
philanthropic organization." They
were each allowed to bring overone
family member, chosen based on
what type of treatment they needed.

Heights Assistant to the Editor
The Armenian Club of Boston
College has been fundraisingforthe
survivors of the earthquake which
hit Soviet Armenia last December.
The disaster destroyed the three
towns of Spidaj, Stepanavan, and
Leninigan, killing twenty thousand,
and leaving at least a hundredthousand homeless.
Of the 45 Armenian children sent
to the United States for better
medical care, four came to

"As soon as we heard about the

major catastrophe, we felt we had to

do something," said the other
co-chairperson, Karen Shahbazian,
SOM '90.

The club made an initial donation
of $200 from their treasury to help
the cause. In the past few weeks they
have been raising money through
bake sales and vendors in McElroy
lobby.
Recently, the BC Armenian Club
has also been working with clubs at
other colleges, including Boston
University, Bentley, Northeastern
and Tufts. Bedevian said, "The New
England area has the most
Armenians in the U.5.." She also
commented on "the incredible

generosity of
donating."

individuals

in

language barrier makes it tough, you
can sense that you are contributing."
She added, "When I went and saw
The jointwork of the college clubs those kids, with their swollen heads
generated $2000, when they held an and bandages, I could really feel
inter-collegiate dance at Holy Trinity, their devastation?when you see it,
justafter Spring Break. According to you know."
Shahbazian, beyond fundraising,
Bedevian agreed, "Contact as well
students from each college have as money is important." She
been visiting the four victims at reported that "Two are now actually
Massachusetts General Hospital walking around!"
every Saturday.
Another inter-collegiate dance to
"We bring flowers and little gifts raise money for the survivors of the
to encourage them,"
said earthquake will be held in
Shahbazian, and "even though the Cambridge on March 31.
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Rev. Arthur Madigan, SJ, Associate Professor of Philosophy, opened the discussion of whether
BC is still a Catholic university at the "Speak Out" held last Thursday on Bapst Library Lawn.

Good-Bye Clara
Happy 21st
SHERRI!
WE LOVE YOU!

Happy 21st Birthday Christine!
Remember, we have April Fool's Day reserved!
There's a shot with your name on it...

Hake Your Voice Count!
Call the Heights Today!

The Heights is looking for a few
good people to help put out the
college newspaper!

Call

552-3512 or stop in McElroy 113

You Can Make a Difference!

I

the Heights
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Commentary:

Student is angered by racial letter to prof
much sense as awarding David
Duke the Nobel Prize. A black
woman who attempts to educate 45
predominantly white, middle class
college students is bound to feel
uneasy in a profession dominated by
white males. A letter like that only
makes matters worse.
There's no one here who admires
Boston College more than I. But
when things like this happen, I have
to ask myself, what in God's name
is going on here?
We're supposed to live in a
civilized and educated society.
Boston College is supposed to
prepare its students for the "real
world." Along these lines, BC is
doing an infamously effective job.
I've often wondered what the
motivation behind racism is. Let's be
honest?we've all uttered something
at some point or another or thought
something that has a negative racial
overtone. I have. I believe that's part
of human nature. Human rfature
isn't as rosy as we think it is.
But it's getting ridiculous around
here. There are stories about
students who have had racial slurs
written in their dorms, black
professors like Dr. White are
receiving nasty letters, and the
reader feedback pages of The
Heights have been laden with
responses to racism on the campus.
So let's air it all out right here. Let's
look at the stereotypes society
places on black and white people.
Blacks can run faster, jump higher,
and are better athletes. They were
built that way, according to Jimmy
the Greek. They have jungle blood,
according to Archie Bunker. Whites
may not be as good when it comes
to basketball, but they're better
doctors, lawyers, and teachers, Yight?
Imagine, a black woman like
Voncile White teaching a class at

By MIKE DIMAURO

Heights Staff Writer
I got up the other day and went to
my 10 o'clock class just like every

other Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday this semester. The class is a
rather interesting one called
Interpersonal Relations. I sat down
and read the sports section of the
Globe before the professor walked
in. Just like any other day.
Funny thing, though, this wasn't
going to be a regular class. The
professor asked us to arrange the
chairs into a circle. I overheard the
professor tell one student that her
mother, who was visiting BC,
couldn't sit in class because we had
a sensitive issue to discuss. That's
not at all like this professor. She's
usually very open, I thought.
Something must be wrong.
The professor's name is Dr.
Voncile White. She is a black
woman. If you've ever met her, you'd
know that she's a cross between
Whoopi Goldberg and Coretta Scott
King. Great sense of humor, and an
ability to lead some interesting class
discussions about interpersonal
relationships.
I have a good friend here who had
her for Child Growth and
Development first semester and she
told me that Dr. White was terrific.
Earlier that morning, Dr. White
found a note slipped under her door.
It read as follows: "Please, Do your
self and the BC community a favor:
don't think we are all racist, mean,
rich white people. Be nice to us in
a sincere way and stop walking
around here with such anger and
hatred. [Signed,] A Friend."
Now if you know Dr. White,
giving her a note accusing her of
some racist action makes about as

*

Candidate *
endorsement

The NAACP of Boston
College has announced
the endorsement of
UGBC presidential

fill

/mm

candidate Andy Sriubas.
They said they feel that
he is very sincere about
the things he wants to
do for AHANA and the
rest of the university. He
has very definite
programs and ways of
dealing with intercultural problems they

T»

Boston College! Next thing you rent dilemmas, too.
It's time for the student body and
know, they'll be saying that she got
black.
the
just
terrifyingly silent administration
job
the
because she's
It
be
because
she
deserved
it.
to
off their collective rear ends
get
couldn't
Gotta fill your quotas, you know. Oh,
look at Robert Parish dunk that
basketball for the Celtics. Man, can
he jump. Oh, look at Liz Walker
doing the 6 o'clock news for
Channel 4. Probably hired her just"
because she's black, too!
Aren't we above all this? Isn't a
college education supposed to
broaden our horizons a little? I'd like
to think so, but when I read letters
like the one given to Dr. White, and
I see the forms of racism on this
campus, I guess we're not above any
of this. What's next, separate
bathrooms for the blacks and the
whites?
You probably think I'm a bleeding
heart liberal, right? A guy who's got
nothing else better to do than to be
a goody two shoes and promote
some kind of Utopia at Boston
College. Well, I'm sure you'll take
exception to much of what I write,
but I suspect that it's due to your own
insecurities. What's the matter, do
you feel threatened by these words?
I'm not naive enough to believe
z
that there's going to be racial
(
\
u
25a0
harmony here overnight. But the
apathy here at this school is
unbelievable. I'm a sports nut and

SSk^

and begin to combat racism on this
campus. The Black Student Forum
has attemped to do its part. Now it's
time for everyone else to do theirs.

asmoke: |
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I think it's great to see Conte Forum
fill up for hockey and basketball
games. Rowdy student sections.
That's what college is all about,
right?
So why can't we channel some of
that emotion in a different direction?
Maybe the two black students who
appeared in "Voices on the
Dustbowl" a few months ago were
right
maybe we should offer
some classes on racism here. Not
just the origins of racism, but its cur?
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Authentic THAI CUISINE
at Cleveland Circle.
Dine With Us before
or after the movies.
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Northwestern University Summer Session '89
Think or swim.
.\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0:-

2003 Sheridan Road Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650
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Save me a seat. Send me a free copy of the Summer Session '89 catalog with
financial aid and registration information (available mid-March).
Please send the catalog to \u25a1my home. \u25a1my school.
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1. Buy a Macintosh.
It*

2. Add a peripheral.
50C', .00."
OPMCIAI CHfCK

3. Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31 when you buy selected Macintosh" SH or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple" peripherals you add on?so you'll save up to SBOO.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

*
Apple Pays Half

BC Computer Store
©

Gasson Hall, Room 1, M-F 9am-spm
IW)

Apple Computer. Itic Apple, the Apple logo, ami Macintosh are registered trademarks ofApple Computer. I tic Certain restrictions apply. All rebates subject to strict compliance
uith the Terms and Conditions of the Apple Pays Half frogram Guidelines, availablefrom your authorizedApple reseller Offer void where prolnbited by law.
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Klansman's victory reveals South's burden
Continued from page 7

represented what the South is still
today. But this is nothing new.
For years the South has
represented all that is bad within the
United States, a region that is
associated with the poor,
downtrodden, and the destitute?an
image that does not coincide with
the prosperous American character.
For years the South has had to
shoulder the burden of advancing
the civil rights of blacks. After the
Civil War, the war that was
supposedly fought for the

corruption in Louisiana government,
which if you don't know much
about Louisiana politics, is rampant.

But the background behind the
election is not as important as the
consequences and the reaction it
has received from the national press
and many Northerners. The national
press made the election the top story
story for two nights. Many of the
comments by journalists expressed
the idea that these events were
common in the South and that it

emancipation of blacks by the
North, blacks were not given equal
status as American citizens. For one
hundred years, the rights of blacks
remained stagnant. In essence,
Reconstruction was a failure by both
North and South.
Not until the 1960's did a second
reconstruction occur between North
and South. The Kennedy years and
the years following planted the seed
for the civil rights movement to take
off in the '60s and brought many
blacks and whites from both North

and South together. Yet while the
South was the main arena and
battleground for the movement to
end segregation, the North was
experiencing race riots in their own
inner cities. Yet the Northern press
was reporting what was going on in
Mississippi while at the same time
many Northern and Midwestern
cities were burning down in
flames ?especially in Detroit?
which experienced the greatest
urban riot in American history at that

Idaho and who are attempting to run
for political office out there? When
do we ever hear about these racial

incidents? Both incidents represent
racial problems, but the Duke
incident received more coverage
simply because of its location
the
South.
Many Bostonians compliment
themselves on how liberal their city
is, yet compared to many Southern
cities including New Orleans and
Atlanta, Boston is very segregated.
time.
In certain areas regarding race, the
The South, however, received South has matched or even
nearly all the criticism of the surpassed the North. Most blacks in
Northern press and society. Boston live in Dorchester or
Although segregation was much Roxbury with other ethnic groups
more institutionalized in the South living in their own communities:
than in many other parts of the many Jews live in Newton, many
country, racial tensions were as Irish live in South Boston, etc. A
qualities they felt-made them the equally explosive in Northern cities black friend of mine commented
better candidate for UGBC as they were in Southern . Of course when he visited me last year on
president. Sriubas said that he had the South was bad, but for the North vacation on. how segregated Boston
"leadership and experience" and to believe it was morally superior is was and how stuffy they were
that his "broad-based" experience simply incomprehensible.
towards blacks.
give him insight into all different
Even to this day, our country
Duke's victory was the lead story
aspects of UGBC.
for two nights in a row on the local cannot deny that it still has a
Hentemann said that he believes newscast. Yet only a few years ago, problem with racism. But it is much
in
himself
and
has
an
another racial incident which a Southern problem as it is a
"understanding of what needs to be occurred in New York, the Howard Northern or Western one. Total
done." He said that he plans to Beach incident, received little press emancipation of blacks at least from
implement a lot of people into coverage out of New York City. What an economic standpoint has yet to
UGBC so that it is no longer "a big
about the Nazi and white Aryan
South, page 26
dinosaur that sits around and spends groups that have caused trouble in
?

Candidates cite special qualities
involvement with the campus
newspaper, the
Observer. Sriubas said that he had
never written articles and was only
involved in a financial capacity. He
said he has strong disagreements on
most of the newspaper's issues,
particularly the last issue of. the
Observer. His name appeared on
September issue's contributors' box
despite the fact he had broken his
ties with the newspaperat the end of
his sophomore year, said Sriubas.
On a personal level Hentemann
and Sriubas explained what

Continued from page 1
will have a vital role. He also said
that the president must support
women's issues personally and take
a stand.
The candidates also answered
questions concerning issues facing
the AHANA community on campus.
Sriubas said that there is racism on
campus. He said that discussions
between AHANA students and the
Board of Trustees have gotten a lot
done. An elected representative on
the Board, continued Sriubas, would

conservative

your money."

increase awareness.

Hentemann agreed that racism is

*

a big problem and said a channel is
needed to open up and express
ideas. He also said that he supported
recruitment of more AHANA
administration and faculty so that
students are not "cheated out of" the

Happy Birthday Steve Gill
Wednesday, March 22

Early Bird Special
Students only

*

(I.D. Required)
1 Month $49 unlimited

or

opportunity of learning from
another cultural perspective.

Both men also answered a
question posed by Senate
chairperson
Jeff Ackerman
concerning the possibility of giving
the Senate chairperson one of the
four powers of signature.
Hentemann said that this is a "valid
ide;>." The only nroblom he siw
with this was that someone from the
Senate would have to be available
every day of the week. It would be
a way to get the Senate involved and
keep tabs on UGBC, however, he
said.
Sriubas said that his plans for an
allocations board would take care of
Senate involvement in financial
decisions. This board would consist
of three Senate members and three
executive members and would
therefore be a "standing committee
between the two," said Sriubas.
Sriubas was also posed a question
from the audience concerning his

|
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BC Student Discounts
Haircuts
I
Guys
Now $18 j
Gals
Now $20 j
(Reg. Up

j
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j

$30)

I

Perms
& Style
(Mondays Only)

Shampoo, Cut

j

Now $49

j
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j Open Monday thru Thursday 9-9 pm I
\ Friday and Saturday
9-6 pm !
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(BC ID Required)
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economics, diplomacy, and politics in an

eight-week summer session. Close to the
Cambridge and Greater Boston areas,
students profit from the association with
an international community of scholars
and practitioners of foreign affairs.
T
Undergraduates
who have completed 3
years of college may enroll.
,
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SCHOOL of Law and
THE FLETCHER
Diplomacy will offer seven four-credit
courses in international law, business,
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Foreign Relations of the U.S.

Role 0< orce ' n international Politics
international Law in American
Diplomatic History
International Monetary System
International Managerial Accounting
and | nves tment Analysis
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Virginia Holmes

Coordinator of the Summer School
The Retcner School of Law and
Diplomacy, Tufts University,
Medford MA 02155
(61 ?)
Telex: 710 328-1128

?

10 visits for $29
Valid 8-3 only & weekends all day

485 Commonwealth Ave., Boston

*

267-7744

Howtostart I
your law career I
before you start I
law school. I
Start with the Kaplan LSAT prep course.
After taking Kaplan, thousands ofLSAT
students score over 40. That's the top 10%
nation-wide! And candidates who score over
40 on the LSAT enjoy the best chance of being
accepted to the law school of their choice and
going on to practice with top law firms or
corporations.
So call any of our 125 centers for
information and class starting dates. The Kaplan
LSAT prep course could be the one pre-law course
that determines the course of your law career.

£

KAPLAN

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

Start your law career
Call us!

964-TEST
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Estudiantes de penultimo am interesados en entrevistar para
posiciones de intemado de verano, y estudiantes de dltiiro ano
p buscan una position permanente en el area de "Marketing" en
Rjerto Rico/Latino America, estto invitados a participar en
esta presentation:

Jueves, 6 de cbril
Sheraton Boston Hotel k Towers
Commonwealth Room
sflo a 7flo PM
Se servrdi refrescos
VesthdaCasud
Hablaremos acerca de frocter & Gamble y los diferentes tipos de
cosas que hacemos en "Brand Management". Ademas compartiremos un
caso tipico dentro del area de mercadeo de Procter & Gamble

Que debes hacer?

Confirma tu participation y Ueva tu RESUME al "Placement
Office" antes del 5 de abril
Para mas information acerca de la presentation
favor de counicarse al "Placement Office")

m menß i mm «»§

«
«

Rafrono con igualdad de oportunidad de espleo
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Slide show investigates Salvadoran conflict
By CAROLINE MORRIS

The Salvadoran problem was the
focus of a presentation entitled
"Stop the War" on Thursday, March
16. The event was sponsored by the
Boston College Central America
Network.
The Network, established in the
spring of 1987, was founded for the
purpose of educating the BC
community and interacts with
organizationsworking with issues in
Central America within the Boston
and Cambridge areas.
The first half of the presentation
consisted of a slide show courtesy
of Don Gurewitz, a labor activist
from Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Gurewitz has travelled to El Salvador
three times since 1985 for various
labor union meetings and peace

governmentand who are committed

conferences focused on overcoming
and putting a stop to government
repression of the unions.
The slides depicted the beauty of
the countryside of El Salvador in
contrast to the brutality and violence
of the conditions in the capital city
of San Salvador. The impoverished
conditions have been made worse
by the devestating effets of the recent
earthquake and hurricane storms
which have struck the country, said
Gurewitz.
Gurewitz's talk concentrated on
his particular visits to El Salvador
and the meetings which he
attended. He showed slides of
demonstrations outside the U.S.
Embassy and in the city of San
Salvador and explained that they
were organized by "mostly students
who oppose the militaristic

the civilian rebellion.
Gurewitz recounted one visit
when he and fellow demonstrators
were arrested and taken to the
"police hacienda" for questioning.
He said he was released after several
hours of interrogation only because
to

"we were Americans."

Gurewitz believes that the United

States' involvement in the
government of El Salvador is only
contributing to the problems and

violence, and prolonging the civil
war of already ten years.
The second speaker of the
presentation, Richard Harris.
Coordinating Editor of the Latin
American Perspective, a journal
dedicated to education and true
representation of the conditions in
Central America. Harris began by

Profile: Dean Infante of SON
JOANNA KASELIS
Heights Staff Writer

By

Dean of the School of Nursing
since July of 1986, Mary Sue Infante,
R.N., Ed.D., believes the role of nursing is now achieving its fullest

potential.
Heights: Why did you want to
become the Dean of SON?
Dean Infante: Well, I was thinking
about making a change because I'd
worked through the ranks from instructor to full professor...but I was
thinking about something different
for the rest of my career.
The main reason I thought of a
deanship was because I wanted to
influence the direction of nursing
more than I could as a professor, and
I thought that might be the way to
do it.
As I interviewed here I became
very impressed with the institution
and the school. Actually, my interest
both in becoming a dean and coming to BC kind of grew as I went
through the interview process.
H: What are your main duties as
Dean of SON?
/: / just said to somebody recently that the position description of a
Dean is one word and that's
"everything." But my major responsibilities since I've been here are to
institute and develop the new Ph.D.
program in nursing; to further
develop the other programs? baccalaureate, Master's, and continuing
education; and to deal with declining enrollment in the baccalaureate
program.
H: How would you decribe SON?
/: This School of Nursing is compared to all schools of nursing across
the country as one of enormous

potential.
Our developing Ph.D. program
now will help us within a short
period of time to rank among the top
schools of nursing in the country.
H: How would you describe the
Ph.D. program?
/: Well, it's unique in its focus,
focussing on ethics and ethical
reason; and that's a very important
field of growing importance in nursing. It's actually very important in
the whole health care delivery
#»!\u25a0
lIIIIIH^M^PMBIUIIIIIIIIUHIIIIIIIHIIBIH
!

In addition, our focus on ethics is
importantin this university because
of its interest in ethics in particular.

system right now, and highly valued
by everyone in the system.
Diagnostic reasoning is the second focus. Thirdly, on human
responses to health problems. So
our focus is on the individual and
the needs of the client.

In a sense, we are the first Jesuit
School of Nursing to have a doctoral

explaining the background of
Salvadoran elections since 1972.
He described the different
political position of left and right
wing parties and the U.S. position in
the government.
Harris, as part of an international
team, was sent in 1984 to observe
the election. He described the
differences in the electoral
processes of the American and
Salvadorian systems.
American
elections
are
considered to be fair and just, said
Harris; this was not the situation he
observed in El Salvador. Harris sees
two reasons for elections in El
Salvador: demonstration and
propaganda.
They demonstrate, he said, to the
U.S. Congress and the international
community that there are "free
elections" and they use propaganda
of the present government to make
the people believe that they
"actually have a say" in the affairs
of the government.
Harris described the domination
of elections by the military
government in 1984 and believes

that "we can expect the same results
from the elections on Sunday, March
19."
At the end of Harris's presentation
was a question and answer period
for both men. The questions asked
were focused on what we as
Americans and as students can do
to resolve the situation and bring
peace to El Salvador.

Both Harris and Gurewitz agreed
that the only true solution to the
problem would be for the U.S.
government to pull out all military
aid and allow civilian movements to
"run the country themselves."
Harris said he feels that
"organized action" was the key to
the solution and believes that there
has been some progress made
through such activities as lobbying
and demonstrations.
Gurewitz does not share Harris's
optimism, however, and believes a
stronger movement is necessary. He
said that "people in the United
States have a tremendous obligation
to work to protect civil rights just like
the rest of the world."

SON, page 19
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Dinner-dance marks anniversary
Continued from page 1
in his students, beyond the
material," said Scott Stanford, class
of '92 SOM Senate President.
Many of the BC administration's
speeches mentioned the importance
of teaching ethics to create more
well rounded students, said
Stanford. Carroll was mentioned as
an example of a person with strong
business abilities and morality as
well, Stanford said.

around

11pm, said Trust. The
attendees were faculty, deans, 17
students and many alumni; some
corporations bought entire tables for
their employees who graduated
from BC, she said.

The administration's attitude
seemed to be that "they're happy
with the way things have been, but
they're not going to rest with that,"
said Stanford. The ceremony was
"very encouraging"for the SOM, he
said.
The speakers stated that the core
classes are important for later job
experiences, said Brady.
The dinner dance began at 7pm
Saturday night and began to disperse

The Heights wishes to
express deepest sympathy
to the family and friends of
Karen Devine, A&S '91

YAF attempts to kill MassPIRG
Continued from page

3

campus, at least in part due to the
strong left-wing tendencies that are
present.
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General P.X. Kelley, the former Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps.
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BCChapterofMassPlßG/'lnit, YAF
outlines a number of reasons why
students should "JUST SAY NO! TO
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Kellie Armstrong, A&S '90,
Communications Secretary for YAF,
said that she is also active in the
College Republicans but that they
have not been active enough.
"Students need an alternative view
of strategies and foreign policy
issues. They also need to hear the
other side," she said.
Another point in which YAF has
engendered conflict with other
students is on their MassPIRC
policy. Latek claimed "We're not
telling people 'Don't sign, it's bad
for you.' Rather, he said "We have
the equal right to say what our side
is, so they [students] can draw
conclusions in their own minds."
The point of contention with
MassPIRG is the wording of a flyer
printed by YAF and handed out on
campus, titled "The Case AGAINST

.-
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You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call longdistance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
Sis another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle bef< >re y< )u even get to the
p llllc | l |j ne
S<) whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T Reach
out andtouch someone®
If you'd like to know more
aboui AT&T products and
\u25a0 services, like the AT&T Card,

PIRG."
MassPIRG claimed that many of
these reasons contain false
information. Among other things,
YAF
used
the
word
"unaccountability" in reference to
MassPlßG's UGBC funding. "We
gave Matt [Pye, UGBC president] a
complete budget of MassPIRG in the
fall and we gave BC senators a BC
breakdown ofwhere the BC money
was," Kristin Cleary, A&S '89, BC
Board Representative to MassPIRG,
stated.
Pye stated, however, that he was
not Very happy with the budget he
had received from MassPIRG
because it was from last year, while
they wanted one for this year, and
he said it was "not very detailed."
This is not the first time BC YAF
has come into conflict with BCPIRG.
In 1981, the Office of Student
Programs and Resources withdrew
its services from BC YAF because of
an incident in which the group
instituted an exchange of the $4
MassPIRG refund for coupons at
several local liquor stores, according
to the November 2,1981, issue of the
Heights.
The group has not been back on
the campus until this November.
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Heights Sports
BC sweeps Bowling Green to advance in NCAA's
By MIKE DIMAURO
Heights Staff Writer

By ROMAN USCHAK

Heights Sports Editor
It may have been a shamrock
painted into the Kelley Rink ice
instead of a four-leaf clover, but the
Boston College Eagles hockey squad
had more than enough luck this past
weekend at Conte Forum against the
Bowling Green Falcons in the
opening round of the 1989 NCAA
Tournament.
Luck had a more particular name
in BC's 4-2 Saturday night conquest
that propelled coach Len Ceglarski's
troops into next weekend's NCAA
quarterfinal tussle with Michigan
State. That name was David Littman.
The senior netminder and tricaptain was nothing less than
spectacular in the Eagles'
series-clinching win over the visitors
from Ohio, recording 46 saves on
the night as well as an assist on
fellow captain Tim Sweeney's
insurance marker into the
unguarded BGSU cage with 10
seconds remaining.
The win (the 890th in BC hockey
history) was BC's final home game
in the inaugural season of the Kelley
Rink at Conte Forum, where its
prime on-ice tenants registered a
13-3-2 overall ledger in college
hockey's return to the Chestnut Hill
campus.
It also marked the final home
game of BC seniors Littman,

Sweeney, Richard Braccia, David
Buckley, Shawn Kennedy, Paul
Marshall, Mike Mullowney and Jeff
Walker.
The HOCKEY EAST regular

Physical Battle-BC swept Bowling Green in two physical contests to advance in the NCAA's.
season champions, who took their faceoff circle over Littman's catching Bowling Green would only manage
first series lead just 31 seconds into mitt.
to dent the BC mesh once more.
Friday's contest, started even faster
Thefinal minute of play saw a sea
The Eagle advantage swelled to of seal brown jerseys swarming all
this time around, as center Marty
Mclnnis (12th goal of the year) batted two when Jeff O'Neill deposited a about Littman and testing him from
a Sweeney feed past BGSU Shawn Kennedy pass into the net for all angles; but the 1987 Buffalo
goaltender Paul Connell's glove with a 2 0 lead and also his ninth goal Sabres' draftee held his ground until
only ten seconds elapsed on the of the season, marking his seson Sweeney, after missed attempts by
clock.
total from last year.
Heinze and Emma, ended the
drama with his team-leading 28th of
The visiting Falcons, responded
The goal also turned out to be the the season, sliding the puck some
just 2:47 later as right wing Peter one that boosted the Eagles to their
150 feet into a Connell-less cage (the
Holmes sped down the right side second
NCAA quarterfinal goalie having been pulled for a sixth
and blew a 30-foot slapper from the appearance in three years, as attacker).
-

You were perhaps expecting that
the team which has players named
Sweeney, Cleary, Mullowney,
Mclnnis, and Kennedy was actually
going to lose on St. Patrick's Day?
Perish the thought. Or even drown
it, keeping in tune with the St. Patty's
Day spirit.
It was that aforementioned quintet
of Irishmen, a German named Steve
Heinze and an Italian named David
Emma which led Boston College to
an 8-5 triumph over Bowling Green
in the first round of the NCAA
Hockey Tournament Friday night at
Kelley Rink.
While most Irish eyes were
smiling after it was over, it's a safe
bet that the hockey archives won't
be knocking down doors in search
for gamefilms of this one. But what
the heck, at the time, it was one step
closer to East Lansing, and a date
with Michigan State.
"It was a sloppy game, neither
team played well in the defensive
end," said BC coach Len Ceglarski.
"I thought we gave up too many easy
goals. But we'll take the win, believe
me."
While Ceglarski thought his team
could have played better, BG coach
Jerry York was impressed with BC's
play.
"BC's players really move the puck
well," York, a former standout
defenseman at the Heights began,
"and they got a lot of goals by
Friday, continued to page 18.
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The ending of a brilliant career
earning the Big East Conference
By GEOFFREY C. MACKEY
Freshman of the Year Award. So
Heights Sports Editor
much for all those question marks.
Since his freshman season, Barros
(This is the first of a two part series
has remained a model of
on the career of Dana Barros, Boston consistency for BC teams that have
College's all-time leading scorer. The perenniallyfound themselves in the
second part will appear in the April basement of the Big East.
3rd issue of the Heights)
Way back in October of 1985,
when Dana Barros first began his
basketball career at Boston College,
few could have imagined the impact
this diminutive point guard from
Mattapan, MA would ultimately
have on Boston College basketball
and the Big East Conference.
Despite a glossy high school
scoring record that included a senior
year scoring average of 39.4 points
per game, the 5 foot 10 Barros came
to the Heights with many doubters
on his trail.
Few thought that a kid so small
would ever make it amongst the
trees he would soon be forced to
climb in the rough and tumble Big

Night in night out Barros has
come to play sometimes keeping
the Eagles in fames singlehandedly
with his .offensive exploits, often
giving nightmares to opposing
coaches.
Now, four years later, Dana Barros
Dana, continued to page 16.

East.
Even

his own coach Gary
Williams, who recruited Barros out
of Xaverian High School,
maintained reservation during his
freshman season.
"Dana must show his ability as a
ballhandler along with displaying
his ability to score. His ability to
handle the various defenses in the
Big East will determine a lot as to
how much he plays as a freshman."
Evidently Barros was able to
handle the load logging 36.5
minutes of playing time (tops on the
BC squad) per game en route to

BC looks ahead to top
ranked Michigan State
By ROMAN USCHAK

Heights Staff Writer

tf the Eagles thought they saw a lot
of green this past St. Patrick's Day
they are going to see a lot
more March 24-26 as they head to
East Lansing, Michigan to face the
no. 1 NCAA seed intbewesHiamely
the green and white uniformed
Michigan State Spartans.
The two clubs most recently
clashed in the 1986 NCAA quarter
finals, where the Spartans
dispatched of the Eagles by a total
goal score of 10 6 in a two game
total goaf series.
Lifetime the Eagles have only
managed to take one of the 10
meetings between the two teams.
The other nine going to the Spartans.
The lone BC victory came in
January 1986 at Michigan State, a
5-3 victory;
This year saw MSU conquer
defending national champion Lake
Superior State in the CCHA
championship tilt by a 4 -1 count,
and finished their regular season
campaign with a 35 7 -1 record.
Coach Ron Mason (23rd year)
owns a record of 572 241 37,
remains a fixture behind the MSU
-

-

-

It's over-Barros ended his career as the leading scorer in BC history

-

\u25a0bench.-.
The poterit Spartan attack is
predominantly led by the trio of

senior winger Bobby Reynolds,
junior center Kip Miller, and
freshman pivot Rod Brind'Amour.
Reynolds was second in the nation
last season with 42 goals and was
the second leading scorer in
1988-89 league play behind Miller.
Brind'Amour has had an
impressive rookie season and their
is considerable speculation that he
will jump to the St. Louis Blues who
drafted him ninth overall last June.
Another leading Spartan is Pat
Mufray who finished fourth in the
CCHA scoring pole.
Between the pi pes for the Spartans
is sophomore Jason Muzzatti, we
GCHA's secondrated goaltender this
year who is also a first round draft
choice of the Calgary Flames in
1988.
For the Eagles/their trip to East
Lansing next weekend is going to be
a difficult task. On the season, the
Eagles have had a bit of success on
the road going 7-5-2, yet their trip
to Michigan State will certainly
prove to be an interesting challenge*

The role of senior goalie David

Littman, who was positively brilliant
this past weekend against Bowling
Green, will be a vital one. It will be
imperative that Littman and the rest
of the
turn in outstanding
performances tokeep the high flying
Spartans in check.
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Commentary

Barros' feats will, stay in
Eagle basketball history
By ANDREA MUNSTER

Heights Senior Staff Writer

Laugh about Dana beating Notre
Dame and Pitt.
And even gloat about the win over

Last week in Madison Square Syracuse.
Perhaps the greatest thing about
Garden,,Dana Barros ended his
brilliant but frustrating career at Dana is that he takes everything in
Boston College.
stride. He was covered like a blanket
it is difficult to describe what and pushed around all season, but
Dana has meant to BC hoop. Dana never lost his temper.
Consider that none of the 8,500
He had more pressure on his
undergraduates have ever seen a BC shoulders than any player in the

basketball game when Dana didn't conference.
Every honor he received was

start.

For four years since arriving at
Boston College, Dana has started for
the Eagles, every game, every night,
every week.
For four years he carried a team
that was trying to keep up with the
quickly improving Big East.
And this year when things went
from bad to worse for BC, he was
truly the only bright spot
In fact he was the only bright spot
in the last four years at BC
Dana came to BC to play for Gary
Williams. Williams left and everyone
was afraid that Dana would leave,
too. But Dana stayed. He has since
said that he never considered
leaving.
Even now after four years and a
54-65 record, Dana still says he is
happy that he came to BC. He said
le never wanted to go anywhere
2lse.
And now he is done. Last week the
New York papers called him BC's
little scoring machine. Lou
Carneseca said Dana's 38 point
performance in the Big East
ournamentagainsthis own Redman
*vas one of the best he's ever seen.
He was compared to Michael
Jordan when he scored 43 points
against Pitt. Carneseca said he had
dreams about Dana all week.
Jim Calhoun of UConn said that
even when UConn was up by 25
points, he was still afraid of Dana.
Rollie Massimino said that Dan<t
was one of the greatest scorers he's
?ver

seen.

And now it is over. Dana is going
to take his place as a BC legend. He
will be the favorite son of this year's
graduating class.
When BC fans get together in the
lurture they will remember Dana
fondly. They will talk about Dana
beating Georgetown at the buzzer.

accepted without fuss. Every time he
has been overlooked he remained
quiet. :
Matt Brust of St. John's called
Dana an ant. Dana turned around
and scored 38 points. Dana never
rubbed it in. He remained silent.
He wasn't invited to the Olympic
trials and was left off the Big East
Conference first team this year. But
he remained quiet.
He just kept playing and kept
scoring, rarely showing emotion or
frustration.
Now it is time for Dana to try arid
make his mark elsewhere. But the
mark he has made on BC basketball

will last forever.
Last year after the NIT win over
Siena in Roberts Center, Dana was
walking off the court for the locker
room. He had just finished wiping
his face when a little boy came up
and asked Dana for his towel.
Dana smiled and shrugged, not

quite understanding why the boy
would want his sweaty towel, but
tossing it to the boy anyway.
The little boy will neverforget the
BC player who was only a few
inches taller than he was. And the
BC fans will never forget Dana
either.
The last four years have not been
very successful for BC athletics. This
year's seniors don't have much to
remember in the way of triumphs.
But the vision of Dana blasting his
way through giants and rising
majestically in the air for a perfect
lay-up, or slowly rising 10 inches off
the ground and tossing in another
three pointer has made the last four
years bearable, even enjoyable.
The chapter is finally closed on
BGs little big man. He is a legend
in his time at BC and he will long
be remembered and missed.

Eagle Droppings....
BC hockey player Sean
Farley will most likely miss
the remainder of the season,
as he has contracted
mononucleosis.
A
sophomore left winger from
Charlestown, MA, Farley has
been an important element to
this year's squad.
He tallied the winning goal
in BC's 6 3 conquest of
Maine on February 17th, and
also had two more goals in
addition to three assists on the
year.
\u25a1
-

Fall might be a ways away,
but Strength coach Wes
Emmert has been using the
BC football squad working
out.

Wes has been using the
Frank Power gym, the Forum
stadium steps, and the six laps
to a mile concourse, as
workouts for the team.
\u25a1
Congratulations to skiers
John Davidson (slalom), Tom
Healy (giant slalom), Christy
Borden (slalom) and Cammy
Potter (giant slalom) for
winning the Easterns. They
helped BC win the team

event as over 15 schools
part.

took

\u25a1
Congratulation to freshman
phenom swimmer Maarten
Kraaijvanger who was the
New England Champion in
the 1650 yard freestyle with a
Boston College record time of

BC belts Lowell in home opener
By DON CANNAVA

Heights Staff Writer
Last Saturday on the rain soaked
turf of Alumni Stadium the BC
lacrosse team pounded the Chiefs of
Lowell 18 -2. The victory was
sparked by a three goal performance
by junior transfer Jim Blakely.
The 18-2 blistering enabled the
Eagles to rest their starters
throughout much of the second half.
Unfortunately for head coach Ed
Moy and the rest of the 1989 Eagles,
the rest of their campaign will likely
not be as easy as Saturday's victory.
Earlier last week BC battled
Brown, one of the many talented
opponents on this year's schedule,
and came up short losing by a
margin of 13 7.
The loss on Tuesday was similar
to BC's eariy season loss against
powerhouse Duke, when the Eagles
just simply ran out of gas down the
stretch.
-

Against Brown, BC had fought
back from a 6 2 halftime deficit to
tie the score up on a Blakely goal
midway through the third period
making the score 7 7.
Yet the Eagles upset bid fell short
in the fourth quarter as Brown ran
off six straight goals to down the BC
13 7. BC's outstanding attackman
Brian Stenberg, who tallied four
goals on the afternoon had this to
>ay following the contest.
"We just got tired down the
-

-

-

stretch. Brown )ust seemed to run us

down."
Being able to play four solid
going to be a key for BC

quarters is

BC junior attackman Jim Blakely, who tallied 3 goals advances
upfield against Lowell on Saturday in BC's 18 2 romp.
if they are to enjoy a succesful
Curnick comes from Hobart
campaign this season.
College, a Division 111 lacrosse
powerhouse, while Overby comes
"If we are to be succesful this year,
we are going to have to go out and
from UMass.
play our own game for four
Yet according to Moy, defense
remains the key to this year's squad.
quarters," noted BC junior
defenseman Jim Magidson. "When
'On the offensive end, I know we
can score some goals, but the
your playing against teams that give
athletic scholarships out for lacrosse,
defense will certainly be the key."
Returning 7 senior starters from
it makes things tough. But this year
I think we've got the talent to stay last year's squad will give the Eagles
plenty of experience as they battle
with teams like that."
some of the best teams in the
Ed Moy also has seen some bright
country.
spots on this year's club and feels
BC's schedule includeds eastern
that the addition of two fine assistant
powers UMass, Brown, Yale, and
coaches will make the Eagles a
Harvard who they will square off
better team.
against
"New assistant coaches Reed
this Wednesday under the
at
lights
Alumni.
Overby and Dave Curnick will
ForBC, this contest will again give
definately have a positive impact on
them the opportunity to knock off
\u25a0his year's squad. They give our
one of the top teams in the country,
olayers a boost on both the offensive
and defensive ends of play," said
if they can play four solid quarters
of lacrosse.
Moy.
-

Scoring machine leaves BC
Continued from page 15

ending to his remarkable career.
On that night, Barros riddled the
St. John's defense with jump shot
after jump shot. He was a thorn in
the side of his opponents, the way
he had been all throughout his

has the comfort of knowing that he
will leave the Heights and the Big
East Conference having destroyed
the trail of doubters that once
followed his every move.
career.
Barros' four years of brilliance
came to a close last Friday night
Lou Carnesecca. the St. John's
when the Eagles bowed out of the head coach who has seen plenty of
Big East Tournament at the hands of Dana Barros, throughout his career,
the powerful Georgetown Hoyas.
reflected on the performance and
Yet it was his performance just one career of BC's little dynamo.
night before against the St. John's
Redman that was a more appropriate
"That was one of the best

A recap of the track season
includes the fact that coach
Karen Keith's women's team
had two New England
champions as Senior Chris
D'Allesandro won the 800
meters and freshman Heather
Crimshaw won the 1000
yards. The women's team
finished 7th at the New
Englands.
On the men's side, the team
finished fourth at the New
England's. Big East Long Jump
champion Ken Moody, took
three second places in
helping the men's team finish
4th of 55 teams.
\u25a1
Athletic Director Bill Flynn
recently appointed John
Corden as new men's tennis
coach.

performances I've ever soon."
"Dana is easily the best pure

shooter in the league. Aside from
being an excellent shooter, he makes
the shots when it counts the most
and has improved in every aspect of
his game since his freshman season.
He definately has a great shot at
being a pro," he added.
Playing in the pros is the next step
in the career oi Dana Barros. Yet,
with it will come another stream of
doubters. Doubters that Barros
would love to put to rest.

Thanks for your support
at the brand new

Silvio O. Conte Forum
and

16:19:88.

\u25a1

the Heights

Alumni Stadium
Over 325,000
fans attended our
games
*********

1989-1990 student season
ticket applications available April 10
?Blue

Chips

of Boston

College*

the Heights
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Pitching likely the key to Eagles success
By BRIAN

CONNOR
Heights Staff Writer

Finally. No more aerobics, no
more throwing in gyms, no more
batting practice at BU, and no more
waiting. The season is here. On Holy
Thursday, the 1989 Boston College
baseball team will take to the field
at the University of Connecticut
under first year coach Richard
"Moe" Maloney.
"Pitching, experience, enthusiasm, and an overall desire to

win on everybody's part," these are

the strengths coach Maloney will
rely upon in '89.
The Eagles starting rotation is led
by juniors Tim Smith, Dave Dawson,
senior Chris Piela, and sophomore
Doug MacNeil. All of these
pitchers are coming off strong '88
seasons as well as success during the
recent trip to Florida.
Coach Maloney views his pitching
staff as very talented and loaded
with depth.
"I do not see any other team we
face with a better staff in their 10

pitchers, our talent does not drop off
after our starters."
This is evident in senior pitchers
Tom Casey, Pat Fitzgerald, juniors
Dan Connellv. Brian Decelles, and
sophomore EddieAbany. A pleasant
surprise during the Florida trip was
the emergence of freshman Brian
Looney. Drafted out of high school
by the San Diego Padres, Looney has
shown the ability to be a top pitcher,
as well as hitter and defensive player.
Handling the catching for the
Eagles will be divided between three
players. Senior co-captain Kevin
Connelly will see the bulk of the
work. Backing him up will be junior
Joe Schoenfeld, and sophomore
Peter Northgraves.
Anchoring the infield will be third
baseman and a senior co-captain
Marty Naughton.
"I can not say enough about our
captains. They have really provided
leadership so far in practice and
down south," comments Maloney.
Backing up Naughton will be

freshman Chris Taylor.

i

The middle infield has been a
battle all spring at shortstop and
second base. Junior Tae Kim and
transfer Brian Kelley have competed
at short while senior Greg Miller and
sophomore J.J. lovino have dueled at
second.

First base seems to be a strong
position for the Eagles this year as
senior Lance Wallin and sophomore
Tom Logan have fielded well and hit

the ball hard.
This year's outfield appears as
strong as any years past with the
speedy hard hitting junior Gregg
Radachowsky leading the crop in
center field. Playing in right field will
be senior Mike Kopfler, another hard
hitter with arguably one of the better
outfield arms in the Big East. Junior
Lance Giroux is ready for a role in
left field as well. Junior Brian
McGourthy who hit the ball the
hardest in Florida will be vying for
a starting role also.
Maloney says the toughest
competiton in the Big East may be

St. John's, and locally, Harvard and

Northeastern.
Assisting Maloney this year are
two newcomers. Assistant Bob
Sanacondra, a former Red Sox bat
boy, and more recently a head coach
at Framingham State is excited to be
here.
"My whole life has really revolved
around my family and baseball. This
is a great opportunity for me to move
up to Division I College Baseball."
Also in his first year is assistant
John Brown. A graduate of BC in '88
who played at the Heights for three
years before an injury curtailed his
playing days, is grateful to be a part
ot the BC system.

"I think being young enough to
really relate to the players and what
they are going through is one of the
biggest assets I have. While I played
under coach Pelligrini, I always tried
to listen and sit by him to learn as
much as I could. It has always been
my dream to be a coach."
Hopefully, this year will be the
birth of new dreams that will al !
be answered.

im Smith leads a talented corps of pitchers into the '89 season.

UConn ends successful
season for '89 Eagles
By KERRY HUGHES
Heights Staff Writer

things out there. UConn is a great
team."
The Huskies would eventually go
on to claim the tournament title and
the Eagles bowed out with a rank of
four in the tournament and the
conference.
Junior guard Amy LaCombe made Team co-captain and third baseman Marty Naughton will try to lead BC in '89
the All-Conference second team,
and teammates Bjerstedt and point
guard Sue Fritsch gained third team

The Boston College women's
basketball team concluded their
season at the Big East Tournament
with a 65-45 loss to the University
of Connecticut in the semi-finals.
The Lady Eagles were soaring after
their first round victory over the
home team, Seton Hall.
"We had a tremendous game,"
commented head coach Margo
Plotzke, "Thekids gave it everything
they had and it was really something
to win on their floor."
The Eagles were led in their 70-59
decision over Seton Hall by
tri-captain Leslie Bjerstedt who
points.
racked
up
twenty
Sophomore Stephanie Byrd hit for
fourteen for BC. but most
significantly, was twelve for twelve
from the line.
Leslie Bjerstedt
"Free throws were the key to the
game," Plotzke stated of the Seton
honors, marking thefirst time BC has
HAll victory, "We were 26 for 30 ever placed three players on
and that was a big factor in the win." All-Conference teams. Bjerstedt was
The 'Final Four' of the Big East also named to the All-Tournament
Tournament pitted BC against the team.
regular season champs, UConn. The
The Lady Eagles conclude their
during
1988/89 campaign with a 15-13
Eagles lost to UConn twice
the regular season by margins of record overall, 9-7 in the Big East.
sixteen and three points, and didn't
fair any better in the tournament,
"The Big East gets tougher every
losing bv twenty.
year," she continued, "there are no
"Honestly, UConn was not one of sure wins anymore. It was a struggle
our better games," conceded at times, but this team did what it
Plotzke, "but we did some good had to when the time came.'

BC hopes to defend 1988 title
By KERRY HUGHFS
Heights Staff Writer
The Boston College women's
team will be looking to
defend
their
1988
ECAC
championship title as they head into
the 1989 season.
The Ladv Eagles have just returned
from a four game stint down South
which they came out of at 2-2.
The Eagles beat UNC-Charlotte
4-1, behind a solid pitching
performance from junior hurler
Chris Camoe and the three RBIs of
senior first baseman Kim Markey.
The Eagles were also victorious over
UNC-Chapel Hill 8-2, once again
led by Markey who had four RBIs
and the pitching of junior Lori
Salvia.
A doubleheader on the final day
of the trip proved unsuccessful for
the Eagles as they lost to North
Carolina and East Carolina by scores

Softball

No Sports meeting this week
Next meeting Tuesday March 28
at 3:30
-

*\u2605\u2605***\u2605\u2605**

New and old writers welcome

!

of 10-0 and 4-1 respectively. Overall,
head coach Nancy McGuire is
pleased with what she has been
seeing.
"We played really well those first
two games against some great
competition. Our offense has been
very strong," she noted. "The last
day the team was very tired and not
prepared to play mentally or
physically, but all in all the trip was

successful."
After being crowned ECAC
champs, BC has picked up a much
tougher schedule this season, which
includes the team's first trip to the
Penn State Tournament in April.
"Our numbers may not be quite
as good as last season," reflected
McGuire, "but the level of play
should be just as good or better."
The Lady Eagles will use a
four-man pitching rotation of Salvia,
tri-captain Kelly Davenport, Camoe,
and freshman Allison Walton. Currently Davenport is recovering from
knee surgery and Camoe is battling
a sore shoulder which leaves some
concern in the pitching staff.
"The health of the pitchers really
concerns me," stated McGuire,
"with Camoe and Davenport hurt,
that leaves Lori Salvia and Allison
Walton, who as a freshman doesn't
have the experience of the others."
The infield should be a strength
of the team with several veterans
returning. Markey returns to first,
and junior Agnes Velora will handle
the duties at second base.

The left side of the infield will be
covered by a combination of
sophomore Kathy Klecan, senior
tri-captain Nancy Fox, junior
tri-captain Stephanie Nardone, and
freshman Stacy Beardsley.
Nardone caught all four games in
North Carolina. "She played great
defense behind the plate and had
four hits during the trip," noted
McGuire.
The outfield is the position of
greatest inexperience on the team
this year. Junior Colleen Mundane
is lost for the season as she is
spending the semester in
Washington DC. The only other
player returning with experience is
sophomore Chelsea Dickson who
will cover centerfield.
Other candidates for outfield
positions are Sarah Litzenberger,
Molly Meinert, and freshmen Aisha
)orge and Roseann Sheehan. Utility
player Alyse Zaccheo should be an
asset to both the infield and outfield.
Despite some questions on the
pitching staff and in the outfield,
McGuire looks toward the season
with confidence.
"I'm really excited about the
season. We have a strong infield,
good offense, and more speed on
the basepaths than in the past,"
commented the coach, "We're
looking forward to the season very
positively."
The softball team opens at home
Tuesday against Holy Cross on Shea
Field.
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Victory on Friday put Eagles in driver's seat
left in the period, Heinze centered
one to Mclnnis who was camped
out to the right of Connell. Mclnnis

Continued from page 15.
turning to open ice rather than trying
to beat a defenseman. They make

He swooped in on Connell, drew
him out, and snapped a wrist shot
high over the sprawled netminder
for a shorthanded goal at 5:49 to
make it 5-2.
"I thought the goalie came out a
little too far, so I decided to wait and
make him commit," said Sweeney,
who leads the Eagles with 27 goals.
"I was lucky to be able to life the
puck over him."
Leading 5-2, Heinze netted his
24th of the season as he was being

netted his 11th of the campaign by
jamming one past the defenseless
netminder to make it 3-1.
With BC on the power play early
in the second frame, Emma rifled a
howitzer from the rim of the circle
to the right of Connell which
whistled into the twine at 1:26.
The Falcons used a Joe Quinn
goal at 2:24 to cut the lead to 4-2,
and when Buckley took a tripping
penalty at 5:25, Murphy's Law began
to rear its ugly head, as it did against
Maine last weekend. But Murphy
met up with Tim Sweeney this time.
The Hoby Baker Award candidate
who ended the evening with a goal
and three assists stole the puck in the
BG zone near the right wing boards.

excellent passes, and show good
discipline."
The silent crowd of 3,578 at the
Forum saw BC lead 3-1 after the first
period on goals from Heinze, Shawn
Kennedy and Marty Mclnnis.
Heinze opened the scoring by
pouncing on the rebound of a David
Buckley slapper and flipping a
backhander over goalie Paul
Connell 31 seconds into the contest.
After BC's Jim Solly tied it a minute
later, BC dominated the remainder
of the period.
Kennedy pushed home the
rebound of a Jeff O'Neill shot at
11:46 (his 10th goal of the season) to
make it 2-1, and with just 17 seconds

|

[

SEEKING ROOMMATES

BG closed it to 7-5 and pulled
Burke with just over a minute left,
but Mike Mullowney squirted one
into the empty net at 18:59 to seal it.

yanked down at 9:34, and after Peter
Holmes' goal chopped it to 6-3, Joe
Cleary snapped a wrister past
Connell at 13:24 to make it 7-3 after
two.

York inserted John Burke, son of
BC assistant coach Bernie Burke in
goal to play the third period. The kid

Here, BC's Mclnnis scored to give BC the early lead against Bowling Green.

APARTMENT SUBLET

played very well, denying Heinze
and Sweeney at point blank range
and used the help of the goal post
which stopped an O'Neill slapper.

BC goalie Littman was a key to the Eagles over the weekend.
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SON dean discusses nursing Ph.D program

students in BC in service-related activities. That's very important to the
of the BC student.
education
very
appropriate
program. That's
program does
professional
A
meaningful.
and I think
on a stumake
a
lot
of
demands
How
do
think
SON
comyou
H:
dent's time, but good management
pares to the other schools at BC?
of time and study is helpful in be/; / think it compares
very
ing able to work other things into
favorably to the other schools at BC,
whether you look at the caliber of their program of study.
We're always looking at that.
its students or its faculty.
faculty
Faculty
hold
and I talk about that, and exThis year, 73% of our
amine it so that our expectations
beyond doctorate and most of them
might be realistic, but still are
are engaged in some sort of
preparing that person to be a good
research.
graduate and pass the licensing exEven in these years of declining
am. There's no easy answer to that
enrollment we have maintained adquestion.
mission standards of BC for our
H: What is the total current
students.
H: Do you think the workload for
enrollment in SON?
/:
We have about 330
SON students is heavier than other
undergraduates that includes some
schools at BC?
/: They put in a high number of
transfer students, and we have about
160 matriculated Master's students.
hours and the science courses are
There's also about ten students in
rigorous and the nursing clinical
our Ph.D. program.
courses are rigorous, too.
H: How many high school
But I also happen to believe that's
professional
prostudents apply to SON each year?
characteristic of
/:
In recent years, there's
just
nursing
study
and not
grams of
something
if
look
over 200 applications.
you
words,
programs. In other
in
H:
of
any
at the course load of students
Out those 200 applications,
professional school, you'll find that how many students are accepted inthey're very goal-directed, they're to SON?
/: Well,
last year we had 62
highly motivated, and they carry
heavy programs of study because freshmen enter.
H: How many students transfer
you have to prepare a professional
practitioner in eight semesters. into SON each year from other
That'a a lot for anybody to schools within BC?
/: Well, I can tell you that we had
accomplish.
H: Some nursing students commore transfers in the last couple of
plain that their courses, labs, and years than we've ever had in the
clinical take up so much time. How school...We are not set up in this
is it possible for them to have outschool, or in this university for larger
numbers of transfer students.
side activities?
/: Well, certainly to gain a univerSo, I think right now we have
sity education, I'm encouraging about 40 transfers in the whole
them to do that. While not undergraduate program of nurseverybody can do everything, they ing...about one third of them transfer
should select what they like to do, from within BC to nursing, and the
rest are from other schools.
and focus on a few of those acH: Why do you think the number
tivities, as well as join the other

Continued

from

13

page

-

of students in SON is so small?
/: Well, actually, as a school in this
size university, we have done very
well in attracting a number of
students immediately out of high
school to college.
The only schools that are doing
better than that anywhere in the
country, whether you look locally,
or across the country, are those
schools who admit RN students.
That is, those who are nurses from
associate degree programs who then
want to get their baccalaureate
degree.
The reason why we have fewer
students in the school now than
we've had before are because of problems in the field of nursing. It has
nothing to do with the school in particular.
But the problems in nursing have
been the practice conditions, the
compensation to nurses. But in the
last year, all that is changing
dramatically. So that's the reason
we've seen an upturn in applications
in nursing across the country and in
this school, too.
H: Do you think that there will
no longer be a declining enrollment
in the near future?
/: No one knows the answer to that.
Everyone wishes they knew the
answer to that. But, what we can say
is right now the field of nursing appears to be more attractive.
H: How do you think the role of
nursing is changing?
/: The role of nursing, in my view,
is now achieving its fullest potential.
More highly educated nurses are
available in larger numbers. Still not
enough to meet the need, but comparatively speaking, we're much better off than we were even ten years
ago.
Nurses have perhaps a wider
range of career options than any
other field has to offer?men or

women. What's becoming more attractive about nursing, particularly
with a graduate degree, is the oppor-

tunity to do independent practice,
and to pursue many of the atraditional roles where nursing can function; and the opportunities just
seem to increase each year.
H: What is the success rate of
students who graduatefrom SON?
/: Well, our graduates are the most
widely sought after in this area and
they have a marvelous reputation

there's often expressed preference
for 8C graduates; and a number of
our graduates have gone on to
highly successful careers throughout
the 41 years of this school's
existence.
In fact, I just recently invited Dean
ludy Krouse, from Yale University's
School of Nursing, to be our convocation speaker this year. She's a
graduate of BC, and thrilled to be invited to come back to speak to our

graduating class.

nationwide. Right now, everyone
wants them.
There's a shortage of nurses, and
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June and September Apartments
Now Available!

IF YOU'VE NEVER LIVED OFF
CAMPUS...
...there are a lot of questions you need answered
before they tell you how nice the sun is in the
morning.

At All-Bright Realty, we know that the process ot
1 finding and securing an apartment in Boston can
often be an intimidating experience. We believe in
answering all of your questions before you sign on the
dotted line.

And we won't try to sell you the sun.

All-Brrfht
1247 A Commonwealth Ave, Allston, MA 02134
(617) 783-9151

University of Hartford
Business School, Paris

UHBS

I THE AMERICAN I
MBA INPARIS

TAKE A
$4000 BITE
OUTOF
YOUR
TUITION

Am V
.

JU

This year, with the new UPS
tuition reimbursement program.
you can take a big chunk out of
your college costs with a part
time package handlers job.
Eligible shifts for our plan in our
Norwood facility are:

The UHBS MBA Program is offered by the University of
Hartford's Barney School of Business and Public
Administration. This full-time MBA program offers you the
opportunity to:

Hj

\u25a0\u25a0

J|

10:30pm-2:30am

EARN a 48-credit MBA degree in 11 months.
STUDY in adynamic international environment
with students from 20 countries.
ATTEND an American university located in
Paris's central commercial district, two blocks
from the Arc de Triomphe.

(approximately)

\u25a0

4:ooam-8:00am
(approximately)
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9
an hour to start, and there's no

\u25a0\u25a0

«^

expenence necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit
your school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance
to advance to a part-time

supervisory position before
graduation and the opportunity to
get paid to shape up.
Start harvesting the I'l'S fruits
today with our $2,000 per
semester up to $4000 per year)
tuition reimbursement plan. But
act fast. You must be hired before
our November 17 deadline to be
eligible for this semester's

i

Classes are taught in English; the majority are offered by the Barney
School's full-time faculty. UHBS students attend classes in Paris
from September to May and at the University's West Hartford,
Connecticut campus from late May to early August. For more
information about this exciting international opportunitycontact;

\u25a0\u25a0

«J|

A^M^H
.

9

«J«\u25a0

reimbursement program.
For more information call us at
(617) 762-9911 or contact your
student employment office.

The Barney School of Business and Public Administration
University ofHartford?2oo Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06117 (203) 243-4641

«

UPS. . for Unlimited
Potentials

-

|

University of Hartford: University of Hartford Business School, Paris
Etablissement d'EnseignementSuperieur Prive

si?

1

UpS United Parcel Service
.

.

.for Unlimited Potentials

Always an Equal Opportunity Employer
I
IlAnrv

Vii4j
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I
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Enrollment at the University o( Hartford is open to
studentsregardlessofrace,color,creed,sex,age,
ethnic, or national origin or handicap status.
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Remember the first Home
Basketball and Hockey games?

?

Remember Ollie North?

?

Remember the "New Dorms"?

Don't miss out on the best
way to remember your
school year!
Anyone interested in buying
the school yearbook
call 552-3493
or stop by McElroy 103.
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Attention News Staff
NEWS MEETING!!!
Tuesday March 28 at 4:30
;
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£n/oy the Easter break... we'll
see all of you Tuesday!!!!!

New careers open to nurses
So, we have highly successful
graduates throughout the country.
H: What is the starting salary now
for registered nurses?
/: With baccalaureate degrees, and
in selected areas, like university
hospitals in urban areas, the average
is $30,000 in the Boston area in May
for last year's graduates. The compensation for nurses is greater in
those areas.
H: How many males are in SON?
/: Very few.
H: Do you think that is because
of the stereotype of nurses?
/: Well, n0...8ut, but when I asked the faculty who have been here
longer about that, they say that in
the past years they've had more than
they have right now.
I don't think there's any particular
reason for it, except that we do
believe that not having had male
faculty as role models and teachers,
may affect that.
This year, we appointed a male
faculty member in SON and we
hope to strive to do more of that.
H: Some people think nurses are
inferior to doctors. How would you
explain the difference to them?
/: /( has nothing to do with the
type of intelligence of the person
whatsoever.
In nursing, you have a person who
wants to give a different kind of service to people. Doctors formulate a
diagnosis, prescribe a treatment,
and their work is done. In nursing,
you give the ongoing care which includes health teaching, promotion,
social and spiritual care. You coordinate all that.
It's just an entirely different service..There's a distinct difference
between the two fields, and so even
as you pursue educational programs, what you study and what you
learn is quite different.
Originally from Connecticut, Infante received her Bachelor's
Degree from Catholic University in
Washington, DC, and her Master's

and Doctorate from the teacher's
College at Columbia University.
Previous to her deanship, she was
professor of nursing at the Universi-

We Specialize in student apartments.
Best selection of quality, affordable housing
close to campus.

ty of Connecticut and served as a
visiting professor from 1985-1986 at
Thomas Jefferson University's Nursing Department in Philadelphia.

*

*

====W=?

Located across the street from Main Campus, two
doors west of the White Mountain Creamery, at
27A Commonwealth Ave. in Chestnut Hill.

SUMMER IN VENICE
Spring Hill College, a Jesuit college founded in 1830, offers
a five week session in our permanent, newly renovated
building. The Gesuiti provides beautiful, modern double occupancy rooms, classrooms, kitchen, chapel, and laundry
facilities in an ideal location in one of the most fascinating
cities of the world. Classes are held Monday through Thursday giving you the opportunity to travel or simply enjoy the
wonderful city of Venice.

Session June 5

-

July 7

With Years of trusted experience in the BC area,
we know what the off-campus housing situation
is like.
Our courteous, knowledgeable staff is ready to
help in any way we can with all of your
off-campus housing needs.

Stop by our office, or call for an appointment:
527-6655
Big Groups Welcome!!
-

Art History (Fa 199)
Foundations in Science for Modern Living (Si 030)
Personality, Perception, and Art (Py 085)
Intensive Italian .(It 053)

Cost of the program is $2300, which includes your tuition,
room, linen fee, and book rental fee. Expenses for food and
transportation are the responsibility of the student.
Semester programs are also available.
For further information

contact:

VENICE CENTER
SPRING HILL COLLEGE
4000 Dauphin Street
Mobile, Alabama 36608
(205) 460-2181
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INTERNSHIPS
LONDON
Art/Architecture Business/Economics Human/Health Services
Journalism/Communications Visual/Performing Arts
Politics
?

?

?

?

PARIS
Media Public Relations/Advertising Government
Financial Institutions Tourism
Fashion Publishing The Arts
?

?

?

Classes offered for Summer, 1989 are:
Introduction to Fiction (En 041)

-

-

i

Continued from page 19

The Next Move Realty

?

?

?

WASHINGTON
Politics

?

Business/Economics

?

Pre-Law

?

International Relations
The Arts

Journalism/Communications Health Fields
?

?

All fourteen week internship programs include sixteen Boston University semesterhour credits, full-time internships, coursework taught by local faculty, centrally
located apartments, and individualized placements for virtually every academic
interest. Programs in London and Pans are offered in the spring, fall, and summer
sessions; The Washington program is offered during the fall and spring.
For program details and an application contaci:
Boston University
International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue B2
Boston. MA 02215
617/353-9888
An equal opportunity, aHirmative action institution

/'Hr"
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m

All Boston area students Interested In learning about
Boston University International Programs are Invited
to attend an Informational meeting Tuesday, March 21,1989,
725 Commonwealth Ave., Room 316
? Paris Internship Program
4:00
? London Internship Program
4:30
5:30
? Washington Intership Program
Modern British Studies
6:30
at Oxford University
\u25a0

/
y
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Phoenix

Los Angeles
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Denver

$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip
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Seattle

Chicago

1

Miami

$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip

I

A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

I
I

If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express® Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time
who carry the American Express Card.
Travel privileges that offerTwo $99 roundtrip
to many of
®
the more than 180 cities served bv NorthNORTHWEST
,
, '
','jc
7J.^fc=
V!-!.
westfin *u
the contiguous /.on
48 United States.
AIRIINFS
Onlv one ticket mav be used ner sixi
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Special QuarterlyNorthwestDestination Discounts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off most available fares.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program ?where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada ?upon

E

I
I

II

|

1

|

enrollment through this special student offer.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged
you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stuM
W"
T

|

Gettingb the Card is easier than ever because now
lllO(wn o
lEV
you can apply by phone ' Just cal11
"800-942-AMEX.
We 11 take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
~^^^^^^i ^^mmmm,
you can qualify now
while you're still in
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school.
Apply now. Fly later
?for less.
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Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
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*Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are non-refundable and no itinerary changes may be
made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must be completed by certificate expiration date and may not be available between
pjpj|"
cities t0 w^' Nortnwest does not nave d irect connections or routings. City fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00) and Florida cities ($2.00).
mATFn
details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two $99 vouchers in the
IBHI
SERVICES Certain blackout dates and other restrictions may apply. For complete offer
An we*.Excess
mail. © 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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"All conservatism is based upon the idea that if you leave
things alone you leave them as they are. But you don t.
If you leave a thing alone you leave it to a torrent of
change.
-G.K. Chesterton

Heights

;

;;

Review

:

New Music:

The Adventures of
Baron Munchausen

Dead Milkmen
Lou Reed

Movie Review

Catch of the day: Phish

at

the Paradise

By KATHLEEN P. RYAN
Do you like rock and roll? jazz?
Blues? Funk? If your answer to any or
all of those questions is "yes," read on;
you're in for a treat. Fresh out of
Burlington, Vermont is Phish an
innovative foursome who will stop at
nothing to provide its fans with the
ultimate in aural stimulation. It is rare
to find a band these days that
successfully combines genuine talent
ingenious lyrics, and a wide range of
musical styles to produce a sound that
is not only danceable but also more
importantly totally unique unto itself.
Phish without a doubt, fits this
description perfectly.
Phish formed back in 1983 at the
University of Vermont. The band,
comprised of Trey Anastasio: guitar and
vocals, Mike Gordon: bass, Page
McConnell: keyboards, and Jon
Fishman: brass section and drums, has
endured the rigorous competition of
their hometown to emerge as one of
Burlington's favorite musical prodigies.
Phishs reputation for unconventional
and exciting music has earned them
recognition throughout New England
and New York.
The band's diverse musical influences
and interests are clearly reflected in
their live show. As far as cover tunes
go, they are carefully chosen from a
variety of sources. On any given night
you might hear the likes of Jimi
Hendrix's "Fire," Frank Zappa's "Big
Leg Emma," Talking Heads' "Cities,"
or Duke Ellington's "Take the A'
Train." They also do a mean version of
Zeppelin's "Good Times, Bad Times."
The real attraction though, is Phish's
extensive reserve of original material. It
is exciting to be a part of an audience
that knows the band's original songs,
which are as yet, unreleased on any
sort of formal recording and who are
as eager to hear the music as the band
is to play it. The hard driving
psychedelic jams of "David Bowie" and
"The Sloth" are big crowd pleasers,
;

;

;

;

Phish
likewise for "Golgi Apparatus.77 All of
Phish7s lyrics are both humorous and
poetic as is illustrated in "Esther: 77 "At
last a peaceful moment/ But she
thought she heard a sound/ It was an
angry mob of joggers/ Coming up to
knock her down. 77 And the band 7 s own
;

Irish Music
By ROBERT PIAZZA
The piano is, as Michael
O'Suilleabhain explained last Tuesday
during his Music at Midday
performance in Gasson Hail; an
un-Irish instrument. Irish music has
never been written for the piano.
Traditional Irish airs were written for
various woodwind or string
instruments, a plethora of Irish harp
music exists, and traditional Irish dance
music would usually be played on
bag-pipes, or like instruments. With this
in mind, Michael O'Suilleabhain's
performance of Irish harp music, Irish
airs and Irish folk songs on the piano
must be considered novel and

amazingly brilliant.

at

favorite, "You Enjoy Myself/ 7 is a
example of the fusion of all four

great

members' musical talents.
Most of Phish's original songs are
written by Anastasio, who has been
more interested in jazz and "more
harmonically advanced styles of

Midday

77
composition lately. As a matter of
fact the band performs as a jazz
quartet when they want a change of
pace. Phish has also been exploring
calypso and the "Latin influence 77 more
Catch of the day p. 25
;

Deveau
By AIMEE WALSH
Heights Assistant Review Editor

David Deveau "a complete artist"
and a superb pianist is coming to
Boston College. He will be performing
in Gasson 100 at Bpm this Wednesday,
March 22. Deveau has given over two
hundred recitals and has earned a
reputation as an exceptional performer,
orchestra soloist and chamber musician
As a music teacher in high demand
among students, Deveau currently
lectures on music at MIT and is the
Director of the New School of Music
program in Cambridge. He has also
been the Chairman of the Piano
Department at All Newton Music
Schools in Newton and the Artist in
Residence at the University of
Minnesota, MacPhail Center for the
Arts.
Deveau, p. 25
;

O'Suilleabhain has interpreted and

transformed traditional Irish songs from

harp

or

bag-pipe

music to piano music.

music, O'Suilleabhain and his piano
create a placid, contemplative mood for
the audience. o Suilleabhain 7s style is
similar to that of American pianist
;

O'Suilleabhain mentioned that when
George Winston during those sterile,
he translated these traditional songs to
autumnal songs.
piano music the songs acquired a
o Suilleabhain 7s rendition of an Irish
cosmopolitan Irish jazz flavor. His is a
new and exciting sound with which
folk song, "The Fox Chase," was most,
the musician hopes to create a different engaging and pleasurable tor this
musical trend.
listener. The song, without verbal
lyrics, tells a story in a detailed account
During fast dance tunes or Irish
of a fox hunt in aristocratic Ireland. A
classical tunes, especially those
composed by Carland, O'Suilleabhain's gallant, pageant-like rhythm represented
the pre-hunt march and horns. The
style is energetic. His playing
responses
stimulates somatic
from the
music suddenly becomes faster and
audience. In Gasson Hall people bobbed louder with a galloping beat to signify
their heads or tapped their palms upon the adventurous fox chase. Next, deep
bass chords simulate fatal rifle shots
their knees in time with the tune.
When playing Irish airs or Irish harp
p 25
Irish
;

'

»

Piatwv

;
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Adventures of Baron are never Barren
By PATRICK SANDOE
THE ADVENTURES OT BARON
MUNCHAUSEN. A new film by Terry
Gilliam. Written by Charles McKeown and
Terry Gilliam. Starring John Neville, Eric Idle,
Sarah Polley, Oliver Reed, Uma Thurman,
and Jonathan Pryce. Now playing at the
Nickelodeon.
It has been said that "between what
real and what is not lies endless
possibility" Terry Gilliam's new film
The Adventures of Baron Munchausen, takes
this thought and runs with it...and
runs...and runs! The result is an
audacious fantasy that is extremely
witty. But fear not! Those of you
looking for a good time will be more
than satisfied. There's enough action
and humor in this film to last a week.
Don't bother running for pop corn!
You'd miss too much.
The setting is an eighteenth century
European city which has fallen under
seige. As the film opens we watch
The Henry Salt Players (an acting
troupe) as they perform for injured
soldiers and frightened townspeople.
The play? "The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen." Suddenly during a calm
in the battle outside an elderly man
appears in the theatre yelling "Lies!
Lies! Lies!" It is Baron Munchausen
himself (John Neville) coming to
clarify his story. As he turns to the
audience7 the Baron explains that he is
the cause of the terrible seige and
when they do not believe him. vows
to save the city
hoping to prove
himself true to his word (and legend).
When the city is bombarded again
on a Wednesday the soldier's day off
Munchausen's opportunity arises. In
order to save the city he must seek the
is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

-

--

The Milkmen are Mauve

"I think if we can be on MTV, then
maybe more bands like us can get on,

'

;

-

;

Dining for the Distraught
By SUSANNAH EVANS
Heights Culinary Freak

All the dishes are made to order and
alterations will be made on the meals,
as well.
There are house specialties on the
regular menu in addition to the daily
specials written on the chalk board.
The Chicken Biaciola was our choice.
A boneless chicken breast is stuffed
with mozzarella, herbs vegetables and
dosed with a red sauce. The Shrimp
Supreme is another fine selection.
Shrimp is sauteed with broccoli and
placed over a bed of linguine. There are
other fish and chicken dishes as well as
vegetarian meals veal, and red meat
entrees. Scappy's veteran, Susan Bebles,
raves about the baked shells and
suggests this item especially.
We couldn't make it to the desserts,
though offerings include a specially
catered chocolate cake that looks pretty

Scappys, 161Z Commonwealth Ave. Italian
Cuisine. Mon-Thur, Ham to 10:30pm; Fri-Sat
Ham to 11pm; Sun, 4ptn-10:30pm.
What does one do when one is
extremely hungry but too tired to cook
dinner? Naturally one goes out to a
restaurant7 unless of course someone
else offers to cook dinner, or one
chooses the option to starve.
Scappy's is a good solution to the
problem of being hungry and tired at
the same time. It s an easy jaunt on
the "B" line from BC to Washington
Street. The food is good and the
portions are prepared to fill the
stomach of even the most ravenous
Ultimate Frisbee player.
The first thing to do after being
seated is to order yourself some wine.
Scappy's has an extensive wine list to
be taken advantage of. The House
chianti red wine is affordable and
compliments most of the food very
nicely.
Your next move is to chose an
appetizer. The garlic bread with cheese
and the fried mozzarella sticks are
suggested.
On to the entrees. As you sip your
chianti, look over the menu and decide
which item will be prepared for you.

;

;

;

tasty .

The atmosphere is mellow. There
small bar where you can watch
television along with the friendly

bartenders. The service is great and
there is never a long wait. A lot of BC
students already frequent Scappy's and
have been doing so for a long time. So
if you are one of the Eagles that has
not checked out Scappy's you ought to
give it go. Big meals can get a bit
pricey but the menu is extensive and
can accomadate a tight budget.

Happy Easter
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which is encouraging77 said Dean.
In 1985 the Dead Milkmen crashed
"Rather than your boring drab, run of
their way into the underground music
the mill heavy metal band, you can
scene with their debut single, "Bitchin7
have more underground bands on, on a
Camaro" loud. fast, and funny as hell, more regular basis.7
The success has been regarded well,
their first album7 Big Lizzard In Mv Back
but there seems to be a split decision
Yard, climbed to the top of the college
music charts, establishing the Milkmen
about hopes for future MTV airplay.
"I don7 t know what7 s going to
as great musicians, song writers and
happen," said Dean. "MTV may not
humorists. Big Lizzard was followed by
like our next video. 77
Eat your Paisley, then with Bucky Fellini,
each having their share of successful
"We hope/ 7 blurted Rodney.
"No, I don7 t hope so. I hope they like
singles on college radio. But all that is
ancient history.
it alot," countered Dean.
The latest Dead Milkmen effort,
"I don't care. If they don 7 t like it
they're a bunch of pricks/' added
Beelzebubba is full of the old fast garage
Rodney, finalizing his anti-MTV stance.
spirit, but funnier than the last two
LP s. And if a great album isn't
The album Beelzebubba, which is their
best seller to date, is another thing the
enough, the first single "Punk Rock
Girl," has reached where no punk band band is pleased about.
has been before: the Dial MTV top 20,
"It 7 s one of my favorites/ 7 said Dean.
peaking somewhere in the top 10
"Each one is good and each one gets
(although no one in the band seems to better in its own special way.77
[The new album] is a little more
know the exact number.)
Despite the MTV success, the
sophisticated than the other ones. Bucky
are
Milkmen
the same bunch of
Fellini wasn't terribly funny, .that was
wiseasses they've always been. "Hands
our blue period/ 7 said Dave.
up who hates the new Bohemians
"Now we're in our mauve period/'
here? 77 Shouted lead singer Rodney
said Dean, explaining the leap back to
as
Anonymous the band launched into uproarious material.
their set in front of a sold out crowd at
If the album and the show at the
the Paradise. The large crowd that
paradise are any indication, the mauve
came out to see the Milkmen has been
period proves to be the most fun since
showing up all over the country for
Big Lizzard. The album features
the "Mow Across America" Tour.
hysterical, frenetically paced rants
a
centered
around topics like "Brat in the
"We've had lot more sold out
7
shows on this tour/ said drummer
Frat," "Smokin 7 Banana Peels," "My
Dean Clean.
Many Smells," and their self declared
"Taller people, too,77 adds bassist Dave anthem, "Life Is Shit." The show was
Blood enthusiastically.
more of the same, drawing on material
from the best of all four albums, and a
"I think because of the MTV video,
7
version of the Rolling Stones
more people are checking out the
7
"Mother's Little Helper," performed
band/ Dean said.
the encore at breakneck speed.
during
In general, the band was pleased to
see their faces in the spot normally
With their recent success, it proves
reserved for the likes of Guns and
that the Milkmen's message should be
Roses and Dcf Leppard.
a well heeded one; you can't take life
too seriously.
;

;

I

By JAY SAVAGE
Heights Music Correspondent

;

i

-

with hot air. Munchausen floats away
(with Sally stowed away in a burlap
bag) and we are off and running!
The rest of the film brings the Baron
and Sally to many more-than-exotic
places as they search for his friends
(hoping to return in time to save the
city). On the way they meet the King
of the Moon (Robin Williams), Vulcan
(Oliver Reed) and the love goddess
Venus (Uma Thurston) in encounters
Munchausen, p. 26

who s breath is as strong as a
hurricane.
Sally Salt (Sarah Polley) the ten year
old daughter of Henry Salt (Bill
Paterson)
of 'The Henry Salt Players'
is the only one who believes in the
Baron. It is she who convinces many
of the city s people to help
Munchausen construct a hot-air balloon
so that he might search for his friends.
By morning all the women's
underwear is sewn together and filled

;

i

-

help of his old sidekicks. They are
Berthold (Eric Idle) the fastest man
alive; Adolphus (Charles McKeown)
with the eyesight of a telescope; ,
Albrecht (Winston Davis) the strongest
man alive; and Gustavus (Jack Purvis),

i

?

a scene from The Adventures of Baron Munchausen
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;
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Irish Piano

continued from p. 23
aimed at the fox. After a slow ;
mournful piece of music, the hunters
heroically march home accompanied by
chivalrous, victorious music. It would
be a step toward environmental
conservation if fox hunts could always
occur in this fictitious, non-violent way.
Undoubtedly Michael O'Suilleabhain
is creating original artwork. Rather
than writing new songs he is creating
a new style by reinterpreting old songs.
O'Suilleabhain's style makes old strict
tunes sound modern and jazzy.
Michael O'Suilleabhain has made the
piano an Irish instrument.
Music at Midday has become a
regular event in Gasson with various
artists performing on designated
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30 to
1:30 in the Gasson Honors Library.
Upcoming scheduled recitals include
German Lieder and Japanese songs
performed by Hisako Azumi
mezzo-soprano on March 28th a
concert of solo guitar music played by
William Buonocore 7 a BC teacher ; on
April 4, French songs of love and
springtime performed by Laetitia Blain
soprano with Anne Dhu Shapiro,
piano, on April 18 and a concert by
the Boston College Chamber Music
Society on April 25. The series is
sponsored by the Boston College Music
Department.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Deveau
continued from p. 23
Deveau has been honored with many
first-prize awards including those given
by the National Endowment for the
David Deveau to perform in Casson
Arts in 19827 the Houston Symphony
in 1979 and the New England
Orchestra. Deveau has studied with a
Conservatory Concerto Competition in variety of gifted instructors such as
1975 and has performed with several
Russell Sherman, Veronica Jochum7
highly rated organizations, among
Phillipe Entremont and Beveridge
them the San Francisco Symphony the
Webster. He has earned degrees from
Houston Symphony the Boston Pops,
LfAcadamie Internationale de Musique7
de
Toulouse
The Julliard School and the New
du
Capitole
L'Orchestre
Orchestra
&
Society
the Handel Haydn
England Conservatory.
and the New England Conservatory
Deveau's qualifications are superb and
;

;

Lou Reed
By DAVID DALEY
Lou Reed is back. The 80?s haven't
treated this rock and roil legend kindly.
Every so-called comeback album and
tour has fizzled out, and other bands
have more success with Reed and
Velvet Underground covers than Reed
had with his own materials (Por
instance, the Cowboy Junkies'and
Lone Justice's "Sweet Jane," R.E.M.'s
"Pale Blue Eyes/' and the Tom Tom
Club's "remme Eatale.") But if the
March 10 sold out show at the
Orpheum is any Indication; Lou Reed

so are his reviews. The San hancisco
Chronicle has hailed Deveau as "A total

virtuoso" and the Salt Lake Tribune
found him "A superb chamber
musician, one with a sense of style,
sweep, and intimacy...in every way a
joy to listen to." Other critics have
proclaimed him "dazzling, sensitive,
brilliant, impressive, and grand."

An exciting program is planned tor
his BC show. Sonata in F Major by
Haydn 7 Sonata in C Sharp Minor;

Opus 27, Number 2, "Moonlight" by
Beethoven and "CarnavaF Opus 9 by
Schumann are all on the itinerary as
well as a variety of works by
Chopin.
;

returns
restored in "Beginning of a Great
Adventure." Reed brought us to the
annual gay/lesbian Halloween Parade in
Greenwich Village, and spoke angrily
of political urgency in "Sick of You"

and "There is No Lima."
The enthusiastic crowd response set
Reed increasingly relaxed as the night
Went on, and he engaged in a
meaningful dialogue with the audience.
He took the time to set up each song,
especially "Last Great American
Whale" ("1 wanted to write a myth,
and somebody had already done
Oedipus"}, "Good Evening Mr.
is back to Stay
Waldenheim/' where Reed expressed
It almost seems wrong to call Reed's both his respect and his problems with
twenty-four song, two-hour*plus set a
Jesse Jackson, and the emotional Andy
concert. Bon Jovi and Poison have
Warhol tribute "Dime Store Mystery/'
totems. This was a performance
Which closed the New )/ptk segment of
worthy of the stage.
the show.
':' The show was divided into two
acts,
So, if the first half was a Walk
the new and the old, with Reed
through New York, the second was a
playing his brilliant new album, New
walk through Lou Reed's career. The
]/ark from start to finish, then returning ten oldies spanned twenty years of
7
to play some "oldies/ as he put it. The material. Reed blistered through "1
lines and notes to New ybrk suggest
Love You Suzanne/7 and "Video
that the album be listened to in one
Violence" from the 80 7s, into
7
it
continuous setting as if were a book
the obligatory "Walk On
"Vicious/
or a movie. Performed live, on a stage
the Wild Side/ 7 the show's highlight
with visages of New York, such as
"Sweet Jane/7 and closed with "Satellite
graffiti covered walls, the images came of Love. 77
to life. The Orpheum was transformed
Reed was definitely taken aback by
into the mean streets of New York,
the audience's wholehearted support.
and Lou Reed was giving us a guided
After being called back for encore after
toufc
encore, he exclaimed, on the verge of
We felt the pain and sensed the
tears, "Who would have guessed this
hopelessness of the poor and beaten
twenty two years ago? Not me." Lou
children's plight in "Endless Cycle" and Reed has definitely returned.
"Dirty Blvd./' but had our faith

Catch o£ the Day Phish
:

continued from p. 23
extensively so as to further diversify
their distinctive sound.
Future plans for Phish include
expansion of their audience and the
release of their first album within a
couple of months. Phish has already
been exposed to Bostonians twice and
are excited to return because of the
positive response they've received here.
They packed Molly's back in
;

;

December, and returned in January for

an encore at the Paradise, which also
sold out.
If you're curious about what makes
this band so intriguing, come and
experience them on Friday at the
Paradise and be ready to boogie. If you
already know what Phish is all about,
then you know to buy your ticket
ahead of time.
;

Review Meeting Today
same old
time

anaplace
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Notes from a Fearful Jesuit

graduate?"
"Hope not/' I said. "I'm going out
of this."
with someone Fve known for
tonight
"It looks like you were having fun,"
(the following excerpt from the diary of
four years, and I still can't remember
Stephen Xavier Schroth, BC '14, appears in the angel said, as the ghostly images
moved wistfully before us.
her last name/'
translation from the Latin with the help of
"I was/ 7 I said. "See him that one
"Ask her how she spells it, and then
University Library Services)
there? He graduated two years ago." I
you'll get her to tell you. Always
worked for me."
paused. "Gone, Memories shot to
3.21.14. SXS. A.M.D.G.
Next we stood before a young man,
Walking along the university lawns, 1 Hell."
"The more you say that about then,
sitting alone. The angel turned to me,
spied a derelict on a bench, huddled in
the less you'll be able to say that about and looked into my face.
a cocoon of dirty clothes, his head
"Stephen...what's wrong?" Then at
now when now is then."
tucked into his shoulders like a dead
said,
"1 can't take you anywhere"!
the young man before us: "Who is
seagull washed up with the morning
that?"
tide. I approached him quietly "Wake
rubbing my brow.
stood
in
a
classroom,
Next
we
"A friend/' I said weakly "A friend I
up."
that
was
had
a falling out with."
The angel turned over and wiped his invisible to the lecture
"It doesn't look as if you're over it/'
proceeding.
grimy eyes. "Speak for yourself."
the angel said.
"Who's this?" the angel asked.
Yawning, he sat up and I took the
I
"I
took
"Father
answered.
place beside him on the bench.
Blake/'
"No/' l replied. "I don't talk to himI
in
and
Water
I can't. I avoid him when
Death,
Sports
anymore.
him for
Dying
"Spring is here..." the angel said.
can..." I shook my head out. "I feel so
the Afterlife!'
"...breeding lilacs out of the dead
stupid...like I'm in grade school."
"Good class?"
land," 1 added absently.
said.
"©
h
e
I
"What
"It's no crime to avoid a
the
of
Stephen,"
angel
my
favorites/'
"Oh, come now,
all
remember
of
it.
I
sold
confrontation
my
you know will be
I can
said. "It's springtime...young man's
and
I
I
that.;"
think
unpleasant, Stephen."
books when it was over,
fancy and all
an
a
fraction
about
of
"Well, isn't it my Christian duty to
in
I
said.
eighth
to
be
England,"
oh,
"...and
remember
what
1
him? To ease his pain?"
actually
help
in
a
of
studied."
We found ourselves standing
the
"Have
really
angel
you eased yours?"
"Do you
place on campus, arid the memory was
think/'
"N0..."
asked, "that the purpose of all these
acted out before us.
"Then you cannot ease his. The ill
classes is to have you remember every
"What is this?" the angel asked.
replied.
of
information
when
can
do nothing for the ill but make
year/'
you
"I
can
bit
"Freshman
I
never pass this place without thinking

Translated by TS Lemire

;

both of them sicker. You talk about
duty, what about the duty to

yourself?"

"I feel selfish/ 7 1 said.
"You're about as selfish as He was
when He wanted to be alone/ 7 the
angel said.
I brushed him off. "I can't compare
myself to Christ?'
"Start/7 the angel said.
At last we stood before the front
gate.

'Fm going to miss this place/ 7 I said.
"I wonder if the rest of my life will be
77
as rewarding and free-spirited. I turned
with melancholy to the angel. "They
tell me the real world sucks wind. 77
"This is the real world Stephen. It
;

justs changes a little"
"What about my memories? Should 1
remember only the good and not the
bad? 77
"You should do the only thing this
place ever asked you to do/ 7 the angel
said. "Learn/ 7
I turned to beyond the gate. "I7 11 be
alone77
"Nonsense! 77 the angel said, slapping
his arm around me. "You'll have me,

wafer-breath. 77
Lowering my eyes- 1 moaned deeply.

Munchausen
p.
continued
from

24

of the wildest

which
imagination.
Surely 7 in the time of heroes like
Superman, Luke Skywalker; and James
Bond7 an eighteenth century baron
(with a name like Munchausen) hardly
seems the likely protagonist for this
year's best adventure. But that's the
beauty of it. This film promotes
teamwork above personal excellence,
which is refreshing. It follows, then,
that Munchausen has no super powers
of his own (save his insatiable romantic
nature). Yet 7 his personal faith in
'endless possibilities 7 allows him to
prevail against the confining 'Age of
Reason/
Munchausen himself, played superbly
by John Neville ( Oscar Wilde, Unearthly
Stranger), is based on the real Baron
Munchausen who lived during the
eighteenth century. History has it that
this baron was well known for his
fantastic tales which no one believed.
Yet, nobody could prove his stories
false, and he inevitably achieved
mythical status. Director and writer
Terry Gilliam (most famous for his
work with Monty Python), having
heard of the myths, has sought to
prove that the stories were, indeed,
'true/ His imagination, animated by a
fantastic cast and spectacular special
effects, does just that. Well...almost.
The Adventures of Baron Munchausen is
undoubtedly a film for all ages.
Whether you watch for its clever
insight, or enjoy the film strictly for its
magical quality, you won't be
disappointed. Gilliam has topped Time
Bandits and Brazil in this third part of
his trilogy. His optimism and execution
are wonderful, so cast off the chains of
reason, and let Baron Munchausen's
John Neville
myth come to life.
are out

as

Baron Munchausen

South hurt by Northern Press Say no to
MassPIRG

Continued from page 11

be accomplished. The '60s did
much for civil rights but the
economic opportunitieshave yet to
be delivered. The increase in the
drug trade among minority youth in
the inner cities and the continued
increase in poverty among black
families in the '80s point to the fact
that much has yet to be done.
Many Northerners believe that
most Southerners still can't forget
their defeat in the Civil War. And
they're right. Many Southerners still
have trouble coming to grips with
the past. But this same failure to
understand the past is what has
created many great Southern writers

over the years. This same failure to
understand has created a civilization
far different from any other. And this
failure to enter the future has also
kept a certain Old World charm and
gracefulness for the South,
something the North can and never
will attain. But this failure to
understand the past and the burden
it carries with it is not the South's
own creation. The only way this
burden can be lifted off Southern
shoulders is by those who left it there
and continue to do so today the
North and liberal press.
In thefuture years ahead the North
should not receive the call for further
emancipation of blacks and the
South cannot afford to continue to
?

bear the burden and be used as the
scapegoat. Instead, both North and
South must share the burden and the
call. The increase in the drug trade
the increase in poverty among
blacks, the recent retraction of some
civil rights legislation, cutbacks in
affirmative action, and increase in
racial tensions point to a third
reconstruction on the horizon. But
in the meantime and before any kind
of social revolution does take place
decades from now, the North and
the national press should keep in
mind that the South may be different
from other parts of the country but
in many ways the South holds the
same foibles found in many other
American regions.

Continued from page 7
petition, it "would be difficult for the
president to fund MassPIRC
because of MassPlßG's percieved
lack of activity on campus and
UGBC's lack of funds." We thought
that MassPIRC would have tried to
be active this year on this campus
to show the BC community that they
are "worthy" of our funding.
However, before you sign your
name, think to yourselves: During
this year have you seen MassPIRG
creating a cleaner environment or
just begging for thousands of dollars
which are not spent at BC? It seems
ironic that a campus that rallied so

adamantly against the frivolous
spending of UCBC funds on Oliver
North would allow such spending
to go to an organization that seems
not to accomplish anything for BC.
Show UGBC and MassPIRG that the
BC students will not support
"throwing away" approximately
$51,600. Join us. JUST SAY NO TO
MassPIRG!
Todd M. Mitchell, SOM
Donald Niss, A&S
David Anderson, A&S
Harry Patz, Jr., SOM
Brian W. Anderson, SOM

'91
'91

'91
'91
'91
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Group feels it represents American sentiment
Napolean Duarte. The El Salvadoran
government is most famous, during
the 1970's and 80's, for its initiation
of the 'death squads' to assassinate
leaders of the rebels and other
threatening elements in the country.
Sharon Kurtz, graduate student, is
also a member of the BC Central

Continued from page 3
Nearly 70,000 deaths have been
estimated since 1979 in El Salvador
as a result of official violence. The
U.S. has trained the officers and
supported the military of the current
regime, figureheaded by Jose

American Network. "We oppose
existent intervention because it
results in deaths, rape, orphaning,
and devastation of El Salvador," she
said.
The Network,
a
campus
organization recognized by the
UCBC, says it feels it represents the

true sentiment of the American
people on this issue.
El Salvador is one of the most
economically polarized countries in
the world. Without U.S. suport of
over3'/2 billion dollars over the last
eight years, many feel the rebels,
mostly peasants, would easily be
able to hold fair elections and create
a new government. The U.S. still
strongly maintains its current policy
in El Salvador of supporting Duarte,
calling him a moderate, because the
rebel liberation front is a self
proclaimed communist movement.
According to the Central
American Reporter, a local
watchdog paper recently circulating
around the BC campus, the real
power in El Salvador is with the
military, controlled by the right wing
faction known as Arena. The
founder of Arena, Robert

Blotter.. .Blotter... Blotter... Blotter
Saturday, March 11

4:4opm Report taken on vandalism

vehicle.

to a motor

Report taken on a
suspicious incident and assault in
the Edmonds parking Lot.
-

5:54pm Report filed on confiscated
keg in Edmond's Hall.
-

Report filed on medical
assistance to a student who
sustained a nose injury and then
further declined treatment.

9:l6pm Report filed on a vandalism
to the grounds in the area of

Hillsides. Student responsible
identified.

Report filed on a
confiscated tap at Alumni Field.

2:l4am Report taken on a hit and
run accident causing the Edmond's

10:30pm Auxiliary Officer in Walsh

B:49am Report filed on an ongoing

2:o3am

-

-

-

6:26am

-

harassment.

Boston Fire and officers
respond to Walsh Hall on a report
of an alarm of fire. Investigation
found that a false alarm was

10:05am Report taken on larceny
from motor vehicle Stolen was the
roof to a jeep with resident sticker.

10:38pm-Reportfiled on confiscated

-

.

property.
-

3:o7am Report filed on a student
found in possession of a stolen sign.
-

3:l9am Report filed on confiscated
property.

11:37pm Report filed on open area
and alarm problem in McElroy.

B:3oam Report filed on an attempt
to set phone books on fire at Stuart

11:26pm
filed on larceny
from Stuart Hall. Stolen was band

-

-

FIND OUT FULL DETAILS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 29
OR
FRIDAY, MARCH 31
3:00 4:00 P.M
HOVEY HOUSE
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 552-4330

12:56pm
Officers respond to
Roberts House and take a breaking
in and entering report.
-

-

2:4lpm Officers respond to Conte
Forum and identify students in
-

-

-

Report

loading dock.

equipment.

2:o3pm Report taken on larceny
from a motor vehicle. Stolen was a
pocketbook.

11:56pm Report filed on vandalism
in McElroy Commons. Damaged

-

restricted area.
3:4Bpm Report filed on recovered
stolen sign in the Mods.
-

-

4:26pm

-

was a door.

Report filed on a student
who was throwing items from a
window at Hillside B.

4:35pm Larceny report taken from
-

-
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There's never been a better time to see Canada by train.
Now, with VIA Rail's new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It's your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style.
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FREE HOUSING FOR
ALL VOLUNTEERS!

Blotter, page 28

6:osam While on routine patrol an

~4l
.

a resident of Hillside C. Stolen was
a coat.

Sunday, March 12

-

"The U.S. should withdraw from
that situation. Like Vietnam, it is not
a war that can be won," said Derber.
"Like Vietnam, it is in many ways
supporting the wrong side.
Therefore, it is in the American
interest and in the interest of justice
that the U.S. stop providing military
aid to El Salvador."

USHERS FOR COMMENCEMENT
MONDAY, MAY 22

11:43am EMT Officer responds to
McElroy Commons on a report of an
injured employee. The party was
treated for a hand laceration and
transported to the infirmary.

11:33pm While on routine patrol
an officer observes suspicious
people in theareaofCheverusHall.
The parties were escorted from the
area and returned shortly afterwards.
Placed under arrest for disorderly
conduct and criminal trespass.

activated
when a
smoke
extinguisher was discharged into a
smoke detector.

oppressive

UNDERGRADUATES:
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

-

2:43am

in an

controlling the lower
class communist movement.
government

-

Hall files a report on confiscated
alcohol.

parking booth to be destroyed.

-

similarities

~

hen
you want. Canrailpass is Hdesigned for
the 'plan as you go' traveler. You can
even add days prior to your first depar-
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VIA trains
cover the countrv

STUDENT

CHART
UP TO A MAXIMUM
of 15 extra days

15 days
,

'S?rS*A«

N/A
T

1203I 1203

$425/ d

|

UP TO A MAX imum
of 7 extra days

I

maritime

!^ E

|

?

$

59.00

!$ 13500
144.00

day
$4.25/ day

In/a

|$4.25/

N/A
n/a

$4.25/dc y

All

prices quoted in U.S. funds based on conversion from
Canadian funds. Prices subject to chonge due to
fluctuations in currency.

Canada's Passenger Train Network

Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
freedom to move around and opportunities to meet other traveling adventurers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
choice. Don't forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new

friends vou'll make'

Yr

,,^SnCCan P assen § er tr? in network,
VIA Rail
hasover 11,100 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities. It's a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can.

Thp
rnrrmnrp
1 I Iv.' 1 VJII ICll IV_L/
r\f train fraupl
UdVCI

i

2:o2am

officer observes several license
plates in the middle of
Commonwealth Ave. Investigation
found that they came from cars
parked on Commonwealth by St.
John's Seminary. Plates turned over
to Boston Police.

-

d'Abuisson, is the alleged
mastermind of the death squads and
he represents the elite, land owning
upperclass.
The BC contingent to the march
said it tried to promote awareness of
the gross civil rights violations and
abuses conducted by the right wing
regime, said Derber.
He stated there are a lot of

"

"

,

SJvSuS! m^fiCng vel

states1 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, 10, KS,
LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY.
i 800361-3677:CT,NY,R1.
iBOO 387-ii44:ar,ia,il,in,mi,mn,
l 800 561 -3949: Al DE FL GA KY
m
ME:NCNHNJ PA SC'TN
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Blotter... Blotter... Blotter... Blotter... Blotter...
Continued from page 27
7:oopm

-

Report filed on ongoing

harassment.
Monday, March 13
12:25am

-

Report filed on traffic

accident involving

a BC vehicle.

Newton Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire in Lyons
Hall, investigation found that a
I:33am

7:53am EMT officers respond to
Conzaga Hall on a report of an ill
party. Upon arrival Newton Rescue
was called and the victim was
transported to Newton Wellesley
Hospital for treatment of an
-

unknown ailment.
10:36am Report filed on suspicious
circumstances at O'Neill Library.

-

O'Neill Library on a report of an
injured employee. Upon arrival the
victim was transported to St.
Elizabeth's and then to Brigham and
Women's for treatment of a facial
and teeth injury sustained in a fall.

larceny from a motor vehicle. Stolen
was a radar detector.

O'Neill Library and takes a past
larceny report.

10:08am Report filed on a larceny
from a motor vehicle parked in the
Commuter Lot. Stolen was a lock
box.

Wednesday, March 15

-

11:19am

Tuesday, March 14

-

-

mechanical problem activated the

10:39pm EMT officers respond to

Report filed on a lock
stolen from the Chevrus Gate.

12:53am Newton Fire and officers
respond to an alarm of fire at
Gonzaga Hall. Investigation found
that a mechanical problem had

-

disks.

alarm.

1:01pm

Officer responds to
McGuinn Hall and takes a larceny
report. Stolen was a pocketbook.
I:27pm Boston Fire and officers
respond to Conte Forum on a report
of a smell of ammonia. Upon arrival
the area was vented.
-

4:oBam EMT officer responds to
Stuart loading dock and assists an
employee who sustained a back
injury. Party transported to the
-

infirmary.

B:37am

Report filed on ongoing

-

harassment.
9:34am Officer responds to the
Commuter Lot and takes a report of

I:47pm Report filed on equipment
stolen from McElroy.
-

-

activated the alarm.
5:32pm EMT officers respond to
Lyons Hall on a report of an ill party.
Upon arrival Newton Rescue was
called and the victim was
transported to St. Elizabeth's for
treatment of an unknown illness.
-

-

-

-

10:39am Report filed on larceny in
Carney Hall. Stolen were computer

12:20pm
Report filed on a
pocketbook stolen from pay phone
in McElroy Commons.

-

3:sopm

-

Officer responds

to

2:oopm

Report filed on a car
windshield smashed by a banner
hanging from a window in Walsh
Hall.
-

Vandalism to a motor
vehicle report filed on a car
headlight smashed while parked in
the Commuter Lot.
4:llpm

-

Classies.. .Classies.. .Classies.. .Classies...
FOR j>ALE
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4's
seized in drug raids for under $100?

Call for the facts today.
602-837-3401. ext. 813
For Sale Mac Plus computer, Image
11, 800k Extended drive, Superpaint.
Only 6 months old. Like new.
Call 449-2352 ask for Jack
HELP WANTED

Child Care Position Student
needed to assist with child care for
family with two young children
(ages V/i and newborn) during
summer of 1989. Live-in with private
room; 8 minute walk to train to
Boston. Room and board plus
$100-$l5O per week in exchangefor
40 hours per week of child care.
Send letter of interest with summary
of work and experience with
children to: Boston Benefits
Consultation, 184 High Street,
Boston, MA 02110. Please reply by
April 15, 1989.
-

Think summer! Play group leader
needed for small group of 4 yr olds.
Approx. 30 hrs/wk. Excellent Pay.
Housing available if needed from
June-Aug. Call 965-5235 or
469-3911.

Warm, Friendly Newton family to
exchange for room and board for
babysitting. 5 year-old twins and 7
year-old. Private room and bath.
One mile from "T." Call Ellen Kass

Summer Childcare needed for
toddler and baby in warm friendly
Newton home. Part-time, flexible
hours. Accessible to T. 244-2666.
R.E. Rental Agency Wanted
Busy office in Brighton. Lie.
required. Call growth potential.sss
Call Dave 277-8131.
Services
TYPEWRITER, COMPUTER, AND
VCR REPAIR. FREE PICK?UP.

527-8479.

The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly
Tuesday evening. 7:3opm McGuinn
340. Friends and supporters
welcome. Always confidential. For
more information write to LGCBC
Box Lll2. 552-2979.

CEDAR SHEDS
Great for storage of garden tools,
barbecue equipment, etc. Or as

playhouse for the kids. Custom-built
by experienced carpenter. Very high
quality construction. Reasonable
prices. Call )ohn McLaughlin
(BC'B3) at 327-2546

The Armenian Club of B.C.

361-6868
~

Students:
We HAD a bake sale.
It went well but our last

FUNDS

advertisement was

are now available for your

EDUCATION

completely messed up.
We'd like to thank all of our

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING

Scholarships*. Fellowships*. Grants*
Summer, live-in nanny to take care
of four year old boy and one year old
girl. Newton three four days/week.
Room, board and salary. Call
Marilynn, 332-5297.

friends and supporters!!

YOUR ELIGIBILITY IS GUARANTEED!
regardless of financial status or academic performance.

-

&*

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

\u25a0JV-*M$

$8.00-slo.oo7hr. Trainer/Foreman
positions
available
in

residential/commercial painting
firm. Must have minimum one
season experience with an
established painting company.
Part-time work available in spring;
Full-time this summer. Call

1-800-283-8328

*

Sincerely,

A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION

Karen ShahDszian
Peggy Bedevlan

a.
?These

lunds DO

NOT require rcimbursemenl

964-7021.
*t ADFMK

\

Summer Jobs/Entrepreneurs- Own
and operate your own business this
summer and earn over $5,000

I INANt IAL AIWISOKS

J

PROGRAM

?asphalt sealing franchises for
college students?great resume
value?call Collegiate Sealers, Inc.
for information and application at
1-800-635-3391.
Campus Rep. Wanted: Distribute
catalogs to clubs, organizations,
athletic teams. We offer a wide range
of imprinted promotional products.

A Twelve-Week Course
to Improve Your Life
and Save Someone Else's
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN

1-80Q-443-4452.

The EMT program at Northeastern University
offers thorough, comprehensive classroom
training and a minimum of ten hours' emergency
room observation. After completing this ninecredit course, students are eligible to take the
state EMT licensing exam.

Federal Jobs
Get Federal Career Opportunities,
the 64-page listing of 4,000 current
and available white collar federal
jobs. Includes who to contact, what
the jobs are, where they're located
and how to apply. Moneyback
guarantee. Call 1-800-822-JOBS ext.
210

\

\i"

\\*

Happy
Easter

\
\ \
\
\
\
»

\

Our Corned Beef and Pastrami have always
made headlines, but now they've been voted
NUMBER ONE in Boston by a panel of experts who
ate their way around town. B&D The Deli upstaged
Provisers, Stage and Rubin's too. Next time you
crave some juicy Corned Beef or Pastrami, forget
the rest and get the best, only at B&D The Deli.
You call 232-3727. We deliverfor a minimal fee.

DELI
1653 BEACON ST BROOKLINE 232-3727

«?
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Whether you're sifter a new career, a career-change, or learning lifesaving techniques, call (617) 272-5500 for more information about the
EMT program. Or send this coupon to Northeastern University, EMT

p

Paramedic Program, South Bedford Rd., Burlington, MA 01803.

'

NAME

'

\|

\|
\
J

I

ADDRESS

.

CITY

,

#2/

|

STATE

ZIP

Northeastern University
An equal opportunity/affirmative action university.

.
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Classies.. .Classies.. .Classies.. .Glassies...
Legible Fare typing and word
processing service. Fast, accurate,
confidential. All projects available
on diskette. Resumes, reports,
theses. Laser printed. Free pick-up,
(617)335-1312
delivery.

Donna Leigh's Typing Service.
Prices students can afford; half-mile
from campus. Call 738-9607.
Foreign Area Specialists!! Several

multi-national

corporations cur-

rently seeking foreign graduate
students/researchers as associate
advisors/researchers on scientific,
economic,
political
and
developments in their home
countries. To be considered, send
cover letter/resume to: International
Investment Analysis Group, 40 Wall
Street, Suite 2124, New York, NY

(508)777-2322.

YOUR OWN SUMMER
valuable
BUSINESS:
Gain
experience while earning great
money. Last summer's average
earnings: $8,000. Positions filling
fast. Call 1-800-922-5579 ask for Rob
Martwick.
APARTMENTS / ROOMATES
RUN

10005.

National Marketing Firm Seeks
ambitious, mature student to
manage on-campus promotions for
top national companies this school
year. Flexible hours with earnings
Call
$2,500.
potential
to
1-800-932-0528 ext. 26
Need Money? MAKE MONEY,
IMPROVE YOUR NUTRITION,
SAVE MONEY, LOSE WEIGHT
WITH PROVEN FOOD?FOR
?LIFE WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM. (617) 784-6687.
SHARON WOPERT'S WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE Letters,
reports, manuscripts, theses,
resumes. Academic manuscripts and
formats my speciality. All work laser-printed. 24 hour rush service
available. Call Sharon Wolpert at
(617) 738-6442.
TMI STUDENT TRAVEL offers
discount international airfares major
airlines, not charters, personalized
trip planning, group discounts, 24
hour line: 617/367-3311.

CAPE COD SUMMER
1989-Housemates needed to help
fill summer rental 3 bed-2 bath
condo on West Yarmouth/Hyannis
town line! Other properties available
too! Call Matt 964-2933
Apartments Available We have
many apartments, great locations.
Convenient to BC. Studios, 4BR's
Renovated 5 Beds?B and 10
bedrooms. Many to choose from!
Call Immediately! Boardwalk
Properties 783-0070.
-

Student discount plans

Boardwalk

FREE ROOM AND BOARD in
exchange for 15-20 hours per week

Bedroom whole house $4000 Wilk
Welch Associates 7392140.

Need an Apartment this summer?
We've got a great 2 bedroom
apartment with a pool and a Jacuzzi,
fully furnished for only $1300/
If

mo.

interested call 734-0387?ask for
Louise.
Two minute walk from main
campus. Spacious, sunny room in
private home. Shared kitchen and
bath with one male student. $400
per month. Available May 1.
965-6945.

I
|

1
1
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I
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Harvard Summer School offers open enrollment
in day and evening courses. The curriculum
includes courses that fulfill college degree
requirements and programs designed
#** *~*«
f° r personal and professional development.
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access to Harvard's outstanding

M
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For more information return the

M\

coupon below

or

call

C677; 495-2494 (24-hour line).

Hk

|

Please allow 3-4 weeks

/or
|Hk

rj

delivery.

(*admiaxOH rtqmrtd)

I

YES, please send a 1989 Harvard Summer School CATALOGUE and/or
specific information about the following programs:
[_] Secondary

D Dance

U

School Program
Center

D

Drama

English an a Second Language

\u25a1

iif

Writing

Name

I

Addreßß

City, State, Zip

Harvard University Summer School
Dept. 673, 20 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

I

C StudenU

r<fsTß
^
*^S?SX^
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APARTMENTS NEAR BC AVAILABUE SEPTEMBER
Modern two bed Chandler Pond, parking, pool, a/c, $1,000; Large two
bedroom on Comm. Ave., great for three or four, $1050; Two bedroom
near T and Chansky's, great for three, $1080; Two bedroom near T
and Shuttle, just renovated, all new appliances great for three or four,
$1200; Ultra modern 3 bed at Town Estates, w/w, a/c, parking, steps
to campus, $1400. Three bed at T and Cleve. Circle, w/w, a/c, pkg,
perfect fo 5, $1500; Four bedroom duplex, near Cleve. Circle and T,
d/w, disp. w/d, garage parking, $2150. Five bed in Cleve. Circle, top
floor, Large E.I.K, fireplace, next ot T, $1900.

MANY MORE APARTMENTS AND HOUSED AVAILABLE FOR
SEPTEMBER SUMMER SUBLETS ALSO AVAILABLE.
THE MACKIN CROUP, INC. 1238 A COMM. AVE. (617)
739-9030.

I
j
|

College Students And Young Professionals
To Teach Catechism
There is a need for men and women who could both become qualified teachers of
Catholic doctrine and donate time and effort to teach a weekly class in one of
several local parishes.

|

|

It has been recommended that, insofar as possible, all teachers have the benefit of
a brief course called Basic Teacher Training. It consists of 10 sessions of 2 hours
each. Three of the sessions deal with methods of teaching and the other seven
with content (Creed, Scripture, Church, Sacraments, and Morality). Participants
will be introduced to recent Church documents on these matters. Completion of
the course, together with one successful year of teaching, will lead to Basic
Certification by the Archdiocesan Office of Religious Education.
|

I

1
s

I

I
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1

interested in attending the course and in teaching catechism should fill out
form, below and send it to
printed
the

f

Teacher Training
St Aidan Parish, 158 Pleasant Street, Brookline, MA 02146.

1

E

1

j1

I am interested in receiving Basic Teacher Training certification and in
teaching a weekly religion class in a local parish.
NAME

i
__

fj
U

j

COLLEGE AND YEAR (if applicable)

U

ADDRESS

H

*

TELEPHONE

i

I

I

I

USA

i

|

The cost of the Basic Teacher Training is $25 which covers printed materials.

'

Y fj l

*g

OUR SERVICE DO?S NOT
INCREASE YOUR
TRIP COST
Voii P«Y Only Regular
Tarril R«l«*

(offered
(Persons
(Basic

We feature a college-level program for
secondary school juniors and seniors,*
as well as a Dance Center
anc' spe o 3 ' programs in
Drama, Writing,
Ukrainian Studies,
and English
Language.
as a Se

H

Happy 21st Birthday Kelly O'Neil !
Can't wait to celebrate when you get
home. Enjoy Europe ! Miss you- Hi
Debbie. Love, Laura.

Courses presenting the 10 sessions of Basic Teacher Training (5 two-hour
sessions per semester) will begin in September of 1989. The Courses will be
at several convenient locations.

libraries, fine museums,
well-equipped laboratories,
and cultural activities.

K,

Rk.

\u25a0f
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Our international student body has

."'

.

?

?

Teachers for all grades are i.-eeded who could begin in September of 1989.

June 26-August 18

m\rtl/ 1

?

Waaatedk
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Beautiful 4-bedroom Apartments
April
I?no
available
fee?spacious?
modern
parking?near
kitchen?free
required. Call Jenny 891-3017.

Summer School '89

'

?

?

1-800-402-9733

The Event of
the year is here!!
The Caribbean Culture
Club/BSF is having a
talent show Extravaganza
at 7 pm on April 1 in
the Eagle's Nest.
Ist prize: $200
2nd prize: $100
3rd prize: $50
Plus other prizes and surprises. For more info,
contact Lisa at 552-9061.

HARVARD Pjß
flfClr V?

DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
Convenient location across from
AIR, RAIL '& STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
Chansky's on Sutherland Rd. Only TOURS -CRUISES HOTELS RESORTS
$272/month. Call 734-9510
CHARTERS SPRING BREAK TRIPS
EURAIL PASSES
PERSONALS

All Newton Cabs are $3 for the first
mile and $2.40 after that. $25.00
one hour waiting time.
My cab is less than half.
$17.00 $19.00 to the airport.

-

&

?

KKk

_.\u25a0-\u25a0-

1,,,

roomates.

TRAVEL.INC

Avenue $1400,
Nice 5 bedroom, yard $1200, 8-9

____

RK

great

CimtMDCim

Commonwealth

Spanish in Venezuela. Seven
weeks
Accredited. $185/week.
Amazing-included airfare. Free
Brochure: Natasha Kent, 701 Neel,
Socorro, NM 87801. (505)835-3184.

mk

apartments,

J.M. Happy Easter?Hope it's happy
even though you aren't going home.
Easter Bunny

of babysitting, light household
chores, cleaning or cooking in
private homes walking distance to
WANTED: Doormen and women
BC. Call now for FALL placement.
and waitresses for Spring to summer
Summer placement also available.
work in one of the country's top Jazz
Separate apartment situations
Blues
and Rock Night Club. Must be
available for couples. The Student good with public. Send pertinent in356 Chestnut Hill Ave.
Housing Exchange. 277-6420.
BROOKLINE
fo, to P.O. 558 Boston, MA 02118.
sublease
in
bedroom
apt
Room two
from June 1 Sept 1 Ayr Rd. off
Beacon (across from Mary Ann's)
Great Location $90-wk. Call
731-6403.
FREE ROOM AND BOARD, Showa
Women's Institute, satellite campus
of a Japanese University set on 40
beautiful acres in Jamaica Plain,
seeks women to live with and tutor
students in exchange for R&B.
Driver's name: Tony.
Should be native speakers and
interested in Japanese culture. Call
24-hour service.
"
Mr. Sakamaki. 522-0080,ext. 4515.

Brighton-Spacious 4 bedroom, near

?

fl

properties 783-0070

SUBLETTERS NEEDED for the

summer. One single and one double
for rent June 1-August 31 (can move
in as early as May 15). Sunny

-

Brighton-Available now thru 9/1!
sunny studio $545, charming 1
bedrrom $685, 2 bedroom. Dorch
$875, lovely 3 bedroom, $1275 Wilk
& Welch 739-2140.

DESKTOP PERFORMANCE THE
MACINTOSH SPECIALISTS Do you
have a Macintosh to sell? Would you
like to buy a used Mac, call us at
Desktop Performance (617)
247-2470. We carry a full Nine of
Mac products and peripherals with
guaranteed competitive prices and
quality service. Upgrades our
specialty.

Many Apartments Available Best
Addresses for BC. Great studios
starting at $525.1beds starting at 650
many with ultra-modern 1, 2, &3
beds available now through 9/1 4 &
5 beds in houses?houses 6-12 beds
for 9/1 many newly renovated
Many summer sublets

1

|

i
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CONCERT
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with special Guest

NICK
lowe
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Friday,

March 31,1989 \m|
8:00 pm
conte Forum

"

Boston College
'
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Tickets on sale now in McElroy Ticket Booth $10 w/bcid
-

lUI

c
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UGBC COMMUNICATIONS
Firsthand communications experience, right in your own backyard.
If you are a Communications major, and on promotions for Dennis Miller, Oliver
you have another year or more at BC an North and Elvis Costello? The action and
opportunity awaits your skills. UGBC needs challenge are right on campus. I've worked
profesionally oriented people to head up the as an intern in Advertising, and for various
Communications department for next year. As commercial companies in Communications
V.P. for Communications, I can assure you and I can safely say that nothing parallels the
that it is the best, most accurate, hands-on growth and experience that UGBC Cornexperience you can get at BC.
munications has brought.
UGBC Communications is a full service
1989-90 has alot to offer, so if you're
department serving all of UGBC affiliated interested in a career in Communications, start
agencies. Advertising, Public Relations and now when the know-how counts, and your
Marketing skills are essential and I recom- environment is open to learning new skills,
,

mend a strong creative sense to further the Check with me, and we'll
quality of the work. Where else can you work for next year.

There's no

$

try to set you up

involved, but you won't regret it.

Call me
**

(j^^^^^^
Gregg Riskin
UGBC V.P. Communications
552-3505 or 552-4650
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A PIECE OF PYE
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Dear Students,
The UGBC Communicator has finally returned from sabbatical.
Actually, we ran into financial problems, but we are back in action
for the next five issues of the Heights. Look for us on the back two
pages in the upcoming weeks to keep in touch with the current events
of the UGBC.
The biggest news lately has been the presidential elections. Chris
Hentemann and Andy Sriubas are both worthy candidates but whoever
wins needs to accomplish two things. The first is to actively work to
make Boston College a true intercultural university. Speakers will not
do it. It takes changes in attitudes. The second is to continue to instill
credibility in the UGBC, especially in the eyes of the administration.
The deficit forced us to do things we did not want to do and the
administration has tightened their grip. Student government needs to
remain in the hands of the students.

MassPIRG is another newsworthy item these days. (Isn't it always?)
They are in the midst of another petition drive to show the support
they have on campus. I will not sign their petition and I urge the rest
of the student body to do the same. It is not a question of whether
or not y° u support MassPIRG. I think everyone agrees that the work
th ey do is beneficial, but so too is the work of many other organizations like the United Way, the American Red Cross, the Boy Scouts
of America and millions of others. If these other organizations came
on campus, lam sure the student body would vote to fund these groups
also - However, this is not the purpose of our student activity fee! The
student activity fee is for student activity right here at B.C.
Finally, Elvis Costello is coming to Boston College. Don't miss our
first concert in Conte Forum,
Have a great Easter and stay tuned for the next Communicator.

/Mfl/r/r*

Sincerely,
Manhew Pye

fV U//l

DONT SIGN THE

MASS PIRG

-

PETITION!

3
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REASONS NOT TO SIGN PETITION:
1. Your Student Activities fee should be used for student activities at Boston College.
2. Over $12,000 of your student activities fee would go to the salary of Boston College
campus organizer of MASSPIRG.
3. Paying MASSPIRG overss2,ooo would severely jeopardize UGBC's ability to fund other
campus organizations that provide true student activity
4. Put your money to work for BC students, not lobbyists and lawyers.

Let's keep our $52,000.00 student activity fee at
home where it belongs. (Student $ student activites)
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Blow a mid-term?
SPAC & UGBC Women's Issues presents:
r

come to the

A 20th Century
Retrospective

\PI
r^r^x^m

*
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Roundtable Discussion
Refreshments at 5:30

J^^^

wQa W^^m

ugbc

BUHL

Women's Movement

iiki|iaiP»

(j| lj| {£

Wed. March 22nd

Discussion begins at 6:00

Featuring 3 Comedians

CTConnell House
Wednesday, March 22

/
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9-12 p.m.
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EAGLE'S EYE Of Boston
Golden

Key

National Honor

Society.

Group Meeting,
Devlin 12. Sponsored by
7-9:3opm

NOTICE: New practice-room

hours are

now

available

at

Mary House, Newton Campus
(next to the Chapel). Practice
Room times may be sig ned up
for the semester. There are four
grand pianos available, and
non-pianists are welcome as
well. Call ext. 4843 or come
over to sign up for hours: Mon.
10-1, 4:30-10; Tues. 9-4, 6-10;
Wed. 10-1, 2-4, 6-10; Thurs.
9-5, 6-10; Sat. 1-5; Sun. 6-10.

Interested in Festival of
Friendship? Assistance with a
point drive is needed. Call
Angela Teta, x3470.

Amnesty International.
7-B:3opm 'University at
Prayer,' St. Mary's Conference

Room, BC. This 12-part series
continues with Laetitia Blain.
The Liturgy of the Hours.'
(Chaplaincy, Kerry Maloney,

x3475).

7:3opm Lecture: Sex & Politics:
What Foucault can tell us,

Devlin 103. Speaker: Prof,
lamesi Bernauer. SI. An
investigation into the role of
desire in all our social &
political
relationships.
Association,
(Philosophy

x3863).

Hard Times, Robsham
Theater. Presented by the
Humanities Series. Admission is

Bpm

free.
the B:3opm
for
Boston College
Applications
International
Assistance Women's Network Meeting,
Program are available in the McGuinn 410. Meeting to plan
Intercultural Office, McElroy rape awareness week (which
114. Deadline: March 23, will be April 2-6). All welcome.
Contact Julie Temple 782-6615.
1989.

More info: x2979. This week:
I.CCBC will be showing an
informative and humorous film
2x20. Everyone welcome.
10pm Mass, Barat Jesuit
Community. (Frank Clooney,
S.J., x8228).

Wednesday

22
11:30

Lecture:

Israel's

Response to Political Violence,
Stuart 410, Law School.
Speaker: Dan Schueltan of the
Hebrew University ol lerusaleni. (Jewish Law Students
Assoc, Fred Rein, \8285).
4pm Hillel Meeting, McElrov
111. All welcome! (Steffan.
558-8070).

Music Ministry
Workshop, Lyons 408. For all
interested in singing at liturgies.
Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts
Croup. (Contact: Chris LaFond
Penpals needed for Polish
and Laetitia Blain 552-4667).
students. The Intercultural
Science
Career
4-6pm
office received a request from
Fair, Devlin 103.
Information
Cracow,
an English teacher in
Alumni & employers in science
Poland for penpals. There is a
related fields, such as Allied
list of approx. 160 Polish
Health, Research, Government,
students who would like to
scientific writing, & sales will
correspond in English. Please
discuss their careers. All
stop by the Intercultural office
students interested in exploring
McElroy 114 for details.
careers
in science
are
1-2:3opm Career/Life Planning encouraged to attend! (Career
ARTS HOTLINE- 552-4000
Workshop, Career Center. Center/Mendel Club, \3430).
INFO-LINE 552-2508
(x3430).
spm Boston College Women's
2:3opm Summer Job Search Network Meeting, McCuinn
Workshop, Career Center. 410. Meeting to plan rape
Learn how to obtain the awareness week (which will be
summer job you want. Sign up April 2-6). Ail welcome.
in the Internship Office tor one of Contact Julie Temple 782-661 5.
the
seven
workshops this 5-7pm Intercultural Cafe,
(x3430).
McElroy Cafe. Exotic coffees,
month.
4pm Environmental Action appetizers, desserts (using
Center Meeting, McGuinn 108. points),
music
and
5-6pm Foreign languages entertainment
offered.
Careers, Career Center. How Co-sponsored by German
can you use vour language Academy and ODSD 1x8005).
Meeting,
9:30-10:30 am job Search knowledge as part of your s:3opm Stylus
Workshop Part 11, Career career? This program looks at McElroy 127. All welcome
5:30-Bpm Women's Issues
Center. More info: x3430.
the options and opportunities
an
emphasis on Roundtable, O'Connell House.
12-I:3opm The affect of sex with
20th
Century
differences on choice of developing your |ob search Topic:
Resource
Women's
major,
strategy. (Career Center, x3430). Retrospective on the Women's
Center. Come join Professor 5:30-6pm Irish Society Show. Movement. Discussion about
Mary Brabeck for the third in a TuneintoWZßC, 90.3 FM, for the progression of the Women's
the
series of brown-bag lunch a half hour of traditional Irish Movement,
and
discussions. They will share music brought to you by WZBC status/interests of women today.
findings from their study of sex and the Irish Society. (Christine Refreshments begin at 5:30,
Tierney, 558-5800).
differences.
discussion
at
6:00.
3pm Coalition Against Nuclear 6pm College Republicans (SPAC/Women's Issues, Sandy
Tarrant, x3490).
War Meeting, Cushing 210. Meeting, Fulton 316.
7pm Womynfire Meeting, 5:45-7pm Women's Prayer
(Chaplaincy, x3475).
127.
4pm Lowell Lecture Series: McElroy
Feminist Group, Women's Resource
Dramatization of
Center. Topic:
Beloved:
support/discussion group.
Novel Hard Times, Robsham 7pm College Awareness Religious
in
Feminism
An
Theater. Presented Dy the New Program Workshop, Lyons Response to Evil.'
Repertory of Newton.
120. Training workshop lor all ecumenical prayer service and
4pm Lecture: Ireland & Europe
those interested in the College potluck supper. Bring food to
in the 1990'5: Beyond Awareness Program,
an
share!
(WRC/Chaplaincy,
Nationalisms, Fulton 410. experimental protect designed x3475).
Speaker: Richard Kearney.
to introduce Boston eighth
6pm BC Democrats Meeting,
Lecturer in Philosophy Univ.
graders to college life. (Student Gasson 301. Regular meetings.
College Dublin, Editor, Irish Admissions Program, Ellen Open to the entire Boston
Review. (Irish Studies Program, Foley, 3378).
College Community.
x3723).
7-B:lspm Orthodox Christian 6:30-7:3opm B kC v Democrats
4-spm Suzanne Matson Poetry Fellowship, Carney 002. join us Meeting, Gasson 310.
Reading, O'Connell House. for prayer and tellowship in the 7pm BC Men's Volleyball at
Suzanne Matson, an English
faithful tradition ol the early Wentworth.
Professor here at Boston church. All are welcome.
7-9pm General Meeting,
College, will read selections 7:30-9:3opm OLANI: Spring Gasson 203. Sponsored by
from her poetry. She will be Fashion Gala, McGuinn 128. Society tor Young Victims.
for Sponsored bv the NAACP.
7:30-9pm
BJZ,
available atterward
Pro-Life
questions and discussion. 7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay Coalition Movie, Gasson 209.
(English Association)
Community at BC Meeting, 7:3opm Adult Children of
6:30-9pm Training Workshop McGuinn 340. Meets weekly. Alchoholics Meeting, Gasson
Friends
"Best of America Campaign,"
and
supporters 215. (ODSD, 3470).
Higgins 265. sponsored by the welcome. Always confidential. 7:3opm Evening Prayer,
4-s:3opm

Tuesday

Monday
"?2O

x

x

Manresa House, 188 Beacon

St. (Jesuit

Community, Stan

Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).
Bpm David Deveau-Concert
Pianist, Casson 100. Free.
(Musicial Guild/Academic V.P.
Office, Lynn, x4909).
Bpm Lecture: Irish Culture,
Higgins 304. Speaker: Senate
President William Bulger. (Irish
Society, Christine Tierney,
558-5800).

Bpm Women's

Studies Lecture:

Athena's Redemption: Women,
Gender, and Thought Today,
McGuinn Aud. Speaker: Dr.
Catharine Stimpson. Free (BC
Women's Studies Committee,
Carol Flurd Green, x}2B4).
10pm Wed. Night Mass,
Manresa House. A community
Eucharist open to the university
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
SI., 739-0224).

Wednesday

29
3-4pm

Career/Life Planning
Workshop, Career Center.

Thursday

23
Radio

Program. Can U
Feel it? Buddha G. deeps
dropping the hip-hop beats on
WZBC. Change the channel to
5-6pm

welcome. Always Confidential.
More info: x2979. This week:
LGCBC will be showing an
informative and humorous film
2x20. Everyone welcome.
7:30 & 10pm Movie: BIG,
McGuinn Aud. Free with BC
ID. One night only! (BC Film
Board, x.3347).
10pm Mass, Barat Jesuit
Community. (Frank Clooney,
5.1., x8228).

VVZBC, 90.3 FM.

x

(Carol

Lynne 527-3690).

7:3opm Psychoanalytic Lecture
Series: 'The Roots of Creativity,

or Whose Realitv Is It?',

McGuinn Aud. Speaker: Arnold
H. Modell, M.D. (Theolog\
Dept., Wm. Meissner, \3880).
8-10pm SPAC Coffeehouse,
McElroy Cafe.
9pm-12am Rat, Lyons Cafe.

Tuesday

3pm

Tune
a

in

to WZBC, 90.3 FM, lor

half hour of traditional Irish

brought to you by WZBC
and the Irish Society. (Christine
music

Tierney, 558-5800).
6pm College Republicans

Meeting, Fulton 316.
7pm Womynfire Meeting,
127.
Feminist
McElroy
support/discussion group.
7-9pm Eagle T.V. meeting,
Campion Room 7.
7-B:lspm Orthodox Christian

Fellowship,

Carney 002. loin us
for prayer and fellowship in the
faithful tradition ot the earK
church. All are welcome.
7:3opm The Lesbian and Gay
Community at BC Meeting,
McGuinn 340. Meets weekly.
Friends
and
supporters

Gasson 209.

Summer

Bpm Sam Shepard's Fool for
Love, Bonn Studio. Directed by
Christopher Sullivan, A&S '89.
Presented by the Contemporary
Theatre of Boston College. For
ticket information, call Cathi at
558-9158 or Chris at 558-9472.
9pm-12pm The Safe/Todd
Moran's Fund Raiser, The Pub,
Lyons. $3 Come listent to
excellent music from the BC
band. All proceeds are going to
the Todd Moran Scholarship
Fund,
(UGBC Pub Series,
Brenda Reiter, 3490)
10pm Wed. Night Mass,
Manresa House. A community
Eucharist open to the university.
(Jesuit Community, Stan Fasci,
S.J., 739-0224).

x

30

Job Search

Learn how to obtain the
summer job you want. Sign up
in the Internship Office one of
th e seven workshops this
month. (x3430).

Hillel Meeting, McElroy
111. All welcome! (Stetfan,

4pm

558-8070).

4-spm International Careers,
Career Center. There are many
to
work
in
the
international' area, whether
you are based in the U.S. or
abroad. Learn about career
options, as well as the realities
of beginning and developing an
international career. Careet
ways

Center, x 3430).

Music Ministry
Workshop, Lyons 408. For all
interested in singing at liturgies
Sponsored by the Liturgical Arts
Group. (Contact: Chris LaFond

4-s:3opm

552-4667).

Alternatives to
Public Accounting, SOM
Honors Lounge. Hear a variety
of accounting professionals
speak about alternative careers
to

3:3opm Summer Job Search
Workshops, Career Center.
5:30-7pm Spaghetti Dinner,
Murray House. $2. Traditional
Italian dinner: pasta, bread,
salad, soda. All you can eat!
b:3opm Inter-varsity Christian
Fellowship, St. Joseph Chapel.
A student run Christian worship

and fellowship time.
7:3opm Protestant Worship
Service, Cushing Chapel.
SPAC Coffeehouse, McElroy

Cafe.

Bpm Lecture:"Celts,

Gaels and

Irish: The Invention of National
Character," McGuinn Aud.
Speaker: Seamus Deane.
Bpm Sam Shepard's Fool for
Love, Bonn Studio. Directed by
Christopher Sullivan, A&S '89.
Presented bv the Contemporan,
Theatre of Boston College. For
tu ket information, call Cathi at
558-9158 or Chris at 558-9472.
8-lam UGBC Commuter
Committee Dance, Stuart
Snack Bar.

desserts

(using

and
music
offered.
entertainment
Co-sponsored by International
Club and ODSD (x8005).
s:3opm
Stylus Meeting,.
McElroy 127. All welcome.
6pm BC Democrats
State
Senator William Goldin,
Gasson 301. State Senator
Goldin will address the
-

concerns

Mass,
ot
area
democrats, as well as lecruit
students tor his upcoming

i ampaign

7-9pm General Meeting,
Gasson 203. sponsored by
Society for Young Victims
7:3opm Adult Children of
Alchoholics Meeting, Gasson

215.

Conte Forum. Sponsored by
UGBC.

Salurday
7-10pm BSF/Caribbean Culture
Club Talent Show, Eagle's Nest.
$5 advance tickets, $6 at the
Hoor. (Contact: Lisa Morgan
558-9061.
7:30 & 10pm Movie: The
Graduate,
McGuinn

Auditorium.

Friday

(ODSD, x.3470).

11:30am

Alcoholics

Anonymous Meeting, Gasson
215. (ODSD, x3470).
3-4pm Job Search Workshop,
Part I, Career Center. Learn

how to locate information about
careers and job responsibilities.
This workshop introduces you
to the Career Center's Library,
alumni

network,

office and other

Love, Bonn Studio. Directed bv
Christopher Sullivan, A&S 89.
Presented bv the Contemporary
Theatre oi Boston College For
!ii kel information, < all Cathi at
558-91 58 or Chris at 558-9472

Sunday

2
7pm Movie: The Graduate.
Barry Arts Pavilion, Newton
Campus.
7-9pm Eagle T.V. meeting,

Campion Room 7.

Monday
8:30-11:30pm Students Against
(SADD)
Drunk
Driving
State-wide meeting, Conte
Practice Cvm.
B:3opm BC Women's Network
Meeting, McGuinn 410.

public accounting. (Career

Center, x3430).
5-7pm Intercultural Cafe,
McElroy Cafe. Exotic coffees,
appetizers,
points),

metal every Friday.
7:30 & 10pm Movie: The
Graduate,
McGuinn

Auditorium.
Pro-life Movie, 0-11pm Elvis Costello Concert,

Workshop, Career Center.

4:30-6pm

4pm Environmental Action
Center Meeting, McGuinn 108.
5:30-6pm Irish Society Show.

7:30-9pm

Thursday

and Laetitia Blain

28

Prayer,

Bpm Sam Shepard's Fool for

Fincano,

6:3opm Inter-varisty Christian
Fellowship, St. Joe's Chapel. A
student-run Christian worship
and fellowship time. (Marty or

Evening

(x3430).

5:30-7pm Murray House
Spaghetti dinner, Murray
House. Traditional Italian
dinner every thursday. Pasta
bread, salad, & soda. $2 All you
eat!
can
8460).

7:3opm

Manresa House, 188 Beacon
St. (Jesuit Community, Stan
Fasci, S.J., 739-0224).

the Heights

internship
resources

\u25a0 XJ43O).
4-Bpm Attitude Adjustment
Hour, Faculty Dining Room.
(Graduate Student Assoc. Tom
(amp, x8706)
5-bpm Crash Course. Turn on
WZBC, «0.3
fm, for sixtv
thrashing minutes of music.
Thrash, hardcore and speed

